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Ed1tonal • Ed1tor1al •Editorial• Editorial• Editorial• Editorial• Editorial• Editorial
The View from the Brook
Driving through the pre-post-industrial landscape of the
North East in search of a conference on postmodern ism and
truth (you know, the way you do), it struck me that the vista
re~embled the visual style of bits of 8/aderunner. This is
hardly surprising, given that the brothers Scott grew up in
that general area.
But there was another sf resonance which I missed at
the time: Mark Ad lard's Tcity trilogy was set there too. I
hadn't really thought of Adlard as British (in fact I kept
confusing him with Mack Reynolds for some or no obscure
reason) but I'd seen Interface and Vo/reface and, er,
whatever the other one was called, but it did have face in
the title and Creenlander or Highlander around second
hand over the years, but never found the whole trilogy at
once or worked out which was first so I could start
collecting. (Such caution is normally rare, alas). I suspect I
will reconsider in the light of L. J. Hurst's assessment of his
work.
My appetite had already been whetted by a talk on
Adlard Dilys Jones gave at the Hull SF Group last year.
Which brings us to the profile of another member of the
Hull Group, Howard Baker, another neglected British
w riter. Special thanks should go to Tony B, who stepped in
at the last minute when I found myself unable to write the
piece I'd planned.
Ad!ard and Baker have been unfairly neglected, D. G.
Compton disappeared for a decade and then returned to sf
(Adlard had an article published called 'D. G. Compton
and New Standards of Excellence' in Vector #66, July
1973). The ca reers of British sf writers seem particularly like
a roller coaster ride. One author who is consistently
successful , also under C, is Arthur C. Clarke, who will be
80 later this year. We are currently assembling a issue of
Vector to mark this, and would still welcome any
contributions to it.

For the last four decades the British Science Fiction
Association has been charting the course of British and
world sf, and we've been wondering what the most popular
Br itish sf novel has been in that time. We'd like this to be as
wide a vote as possible, and so we invite you to drop us a
postcard (or letter) listing your three c hoices for favourite or
best or most significant sf novel published, by a British
author, since 1958. Feel free to annotate the list. If you get
the listing to us by the end of the year, then we'll run the
league table in the anniversary issue.
Voting, anniversaries, ends of eras. I think there's
something in the air right now. The observant among you
will notice my address has recently changed: after a third of
my life I am back in Nottingham, where I spent the first two
thirds. Jolly good, I get to have Kenneth Clarke as my M.P.
At least he's in opposition now: I'm frankly glad to see the
back of the government which spanned the second two-thirds of my life.
The repercussions rumble on: Joe 90 has left his office
and position, leading to a battle between a Vulcan and a
beardless Ming the Merciless (fortunately Tarzan took an
early bath). The looming referendums for the regions
{excluding, of course, Northern Ireland) suggest the
impending end of the Union, and a Balkanisation recently
described by Ken Macleod in The Stone Canal (1996).
We're living in an sf novel.
And meanwhile, we've gone back to Mars. Craters used
to be called Barsoom or Burroughs - is it a sign of the times
that they're looking at a rock named Scooby Dao? I
certai nly think it's a sign of the pre-millennial tension (a
project itself doomed rather than domed, I fear) that we are
both hypnotised and unconvinced by this - someone
pointed out to me it looks rather like Marlboro country. (So
that 's why the Martians died out) . But then humankind can
only stand so much truth, and very little postmodernism.
Andre w M. Butle r
Nottingha m - Hull - Nottingham, August 1997

the magazine, Martin Clarke from the West Midlands defends
the practice:

LETTERS TO VECTOR
We have here what you might call the feedback effect: people
write in and complain abom something, followed by others
stating the opposite opinion, defending something close to their
heart. After Philip Muldowney's letter on reviews taking over

I would hke to comment on t he views expressed in Vector
193 on the subject of space given over to reviews.
I rejoined the BSFA last year mainly as a way of
getting access to a source of information about and
reviews of newly published science fiction . Speaking for
myself the only absolutely essential items in your
publications are the book reviews in Vector and the
'Recent and Forthcoming Books' in Matrix. I would be
very concerned if you were planning to reduce the
quantity and quality of your reviews (Very short reviews
are a waste of time if they amount to nothing more than a
plot summary).
I would also like to say that I do not find the quality of
reviews published at the moment in Vector to be less than
good.
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n,e ediron reply: 1he joint fea1 11 re1 eduon sh11Jlle their feet
and wimper at the thought of bemg less tlMn essential. Bm
u'l!'re glad )'Oll've liked 1he revtnJJ CO't'l!rage so far, and Chm
Terran's r1ghlly estttmed !1Sling1 m Mat rix. But thmgs l,ave
to change.-Jor a variety ofexternal and mternal rf'8l01IS. lVith
t/,e explos,on of 'related genra' - u:ooki~om, true science,
n,,t books,
'cruddy Celtic' fantasy trilog,a, non-ficuon,
mazmtream u,ruers prod11cing technothrillers or alternale
histories, sf writers writing ma1nstrrum books - tbere'1 an
a'U,f,tl lot to covtr. A1 UY! agonift'll ad na1ue11m m theJe paga
before, the sf n~I which un 't part of a dreko/ogy is a rare
b,rd mdml. And th.it's before '!L't' start looking al audiobooks
and card collecting gama ... Hopefully the changa in place
will realign 011r coverage - and hopefully won't sacrifice
quality. \Yll,at do you think so far?
Meanwhile, Dr Debbie Shaw of 15/ington, London, comments
on a short article in the same isme ofVect0r:

You do not have to look very hard to find sexism in a
Rohen Heinlein novel {Mary Anne Lever, 'Some Notes
o n Cyborg Sex and Violence', Vector May/J une 1997).
Heinlein's n.ther suspect gender politics are writ large
over 1he majority of his work (remember Stranger m a
Strange LA,ul? - ' Front! '). He, wi1hou1 doubt, took
ple.isure, more akin to literary tr.msvestism (sec/ Will Fea r
No £-t,zl than the kind of transgression that Haraway
reco mmends for feminists nttding new myths of identity
in the late 20th century. Haraway, like other post-modern
theorisu currently jumping o n the bandwagon (see egJean
Baudrillard), recognises the potential t hat sf offers for
understanding t he body as a contested site and for
revealing gender as culturally constructed rather t han as
essentially given.
However, Haraway selects her sf with care. Her
feminist cyborg stories are more concerned with
monstrous hybrids than wit h r6le reversal; mo re
interested in wha1 happens :n the interface than in the
given constituencies of gender. In others, cyborg politics
requires a more radical imagination than the old literary
t rope of :artificial identity (even Shakespeare played with
1bat one). We fi nd out cyborgs in unexpected places.
While I entirely concur with Lever's poinL that both
Heinlein and Wood's violent imagery detr.1cts from any
reading of 1heir respective characters as 't ransgressive' , I
would suggest that to attempt to re:ad either i.n terms of
Haraway's cyborgs is problematic in the first place.

01,'"

Ok,
to our lit"ary cheonsr:
AMB: Thanks guys! I ha1,'t' co confru rhat ir 'tL'as a long rime
ago that /read Harau:ay, and got little out ofit then, and thal
I re-read 1t aft" 'fllt!'d published che piece by Ln,,er.
Let's rewind a bit to check I'm s11/lfollowing this. Looking
back, it seems as if human behaviour has been determined by
one's dang/y bw: one is born male and is therefore naturally
active, aggressive, strong and so on, or one is born a woman
and therefore is naturally passive, withdrawing, weak and a
good cook. During this century, various people have dismissed
this as hooey: one is born a man, yes, but this i1 a kind of
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1mmoulded clay which is dressed in bl11e, told off for crying
and given an action man. Society has dictated that certain
behav101trs are masculine and are 11,e 'right' behaviou rs for a
man, and c"tain beha111011n are feminme, suitable for
-women only. Macho ts comp/imen1ary, si.ssy an insult. 7here
u no mcrms1c reason wiry a ·woman sho11/d not take on some
or all masc11/i11e behavio11r pauemJ wzrho111 being somehow
deviant.
Bm 1he dangly biu cal/Jt' a bit of a problem - or pt!Thaps
tbe chromosomes. One may be bebavmg as if one is female in
gender, )'l!l d~ down, the bottom /me, a bloke i1 a bloke
b«a11Jt' he u-as born that wa-y. Sf provides a medium where
eve,, thu essentially, this male and female bouom line, is 111st
the arbitrary accident of evolution. lllhat place male and
female when there is three sem! Or individuals can change
sex! (Medical and surgical advances suggest that the real world
may yet catch 11p.
Donna Haraway's article 'Manifesto for Cyborgs: Science,
Technology, and Socialist Feminism in the 1980s (An Iron ic
Dre.lm of a Common i..Ang11age for \11/omen i,1 1he Integrated
C1rcmt)' was first published in T he Socialist Rev iew,
mmme-r 1985. 71,e cyborg. if I 1mdentand correctly, crosse.s all
bo1mdar1a: not jmt male I female bm ammal I machine Jeff
I not•se/f and so on. It resim the r/,e logu-al categoric,: a11d
caugoruar1011 u:h,cl, n11glJt be see11 as a masc11lme trail
(log,cal p1geon-holmg of everything aJ 'a' or 'not-a' bcmg a
m,:1sc1tline behavioural pauern). Her if examples, .,,_../11ch
mc/11de IR/any, Rms, Tiptrtt and McCa/fer)', Stt11I to be
cyberp1mkflaw11red, wbere the meat has bttn left behmd such as The Ship Who Sang aJ examples of where sf has
consid~ behaviour freed from bodily consideratwns. A tale
of the doubly castrated, starting from tl,e pmnise that female
is already castrated.
(Gee, thanks, Freud. b i/,e-rt a Robert Holdstock m the
b11ildi11g!}.
It does strike me as being more radical than the cyborg
offered by Wood, and using Haraway is problematic - not
least in penetrating (whoops, sorry, masculine language there)
Ha raway '.s language. If anyone does 11ndentand her, and her
me in understanding if and feminism, please u,rite in - 1/,ere '.s
a Vector anicle in t here somewhere ...
Meanwhile, I smpect yo11 're ,mfair on Baudrillard. Hu
writings on the media and mediA1ed landscapes, on
Disnryland as re4fity, on the orders of simulation, have
always had a science-fiction flavour. He's certainly read Philip
K. Dick, and I suspect ·was inspired byh,m. It's thoseu:ho ??ad
Ba11drillard b11t not Dick who are on the bandwagon. Stt
Dick Hebdige's article 'Postmodernism and the Western
Front' and so on. Anolher I'd absolw from the charge IS
Fredric Jameson - who was u,riling about if long before
postmodern ism. And, gosh, another t'tL'O ideas/or articles.
Unforwnately, Mary Anne Lever has yet to comment.

Leners to Vector should be sent to Gary Daikin , 5
Lydfo rd Road, Bourn em outh , BN I l 8SN and rr ~rl< ~d
'For publication'. We reserve the right to edit or ~l,V, u:n
letters.
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Besson vs Hollywood
By Colin Odell and Mitch Le Blanc

I

n the 1950s French film saw a revolution. A
small group of film critics-turned-directors
rejected the traditional methods of French filmmaking. The result was the Nouvelle Vague and
their heroes were Hitchcock and Ray instead of
Reno ir and Carne,. Flash-forward cwemy-five
years and history begins to repeat itself... The
Nouvelle Vogue of the 1980s aJso sought its
inspiration from America, although thi s time from
the world of advert isi ng and pop videos.
Fi nancially they proved to be more successful, and
of this New New Wave, Luc Besson emerged as
their Spielberg.
With only seven films to his (directorial) credit
made over a period of seventeen years, Luc Besson
is not the most prolific of film-makers, but he is
among the best. The son of two diving instructors,
he originally wanted to become a dolphin
specialist. However, he turned to film-making aher
a diving accident prevented him from pursuing this

dream. He joined the 1980s New Wave of direaors
who made slick, visually stun ning but ohen
vacuous films, and has now taken Hollywood by
storm as this year's enfant terrible. The Americans
had failed to remake his fi lms successfull y, in the
traditional Hollywood style. John Badham 's The
Assassin (1993) {aka Poim of No Return ), with
Bridget Fonda, was a direct but dreadful remake of
Besson' s Nikita (1990). Now Besson is making
films in the Hollywood mould but by his own
ru les: witness the science-fiction blockbuster The
Fifth Element (1997). We're not talking cheap
imitation. The Fifib Element broke French box
office records with the opening week's takings,
comparatively on par with The Lost World 's
opening in America. The critics hated it, but the
public came along in popcorn-seemed droves.
The following is a brief introduction to his
work.

Le Dernier Combat (77,e last Battle)

Featuring among the newcomers is Jean Reno,
in the first of many r0les he will play in Besson's
oeuvre. Here he is an in itiall y amusing, but
persistent, infiltrator, whose intentions and actions
become more diseased as the story progresses. In
one scene virtuall y the entire contents of the
featured labo ratory/dwelli ngs are used at one time
or another to beat the dayl.ights out of either The
Brute (Reno) or The Man {Pierre Jolivet), its length
turning the violence imo futility.
The film is reminiscent of George Lucas's THX
1138 (1970), which has a similarly stark mise-enscerle while producing deep emotion, and exhibits
the same degree of innovation. Comparisons could
be drawn with both Dark Star (1973) , which it
resembles in tone during lighter moments, and Mad
Max (1979), with which it shares a bleak scenario of
the world in decline. It is in chis environment of
sou nd without speech that makes the film work so
well; perfectly complementing the black and white
harshness of the cinemascope cinematography.
(The use of black and white might be compared
with David Lynch' s debut feature Eraserhead
[1976], albeit the latter was not made in

1983

The supreme test of any first time film-maker: how
to make a worthy film (particularly feature length
at that) for absolutely no money, well, Fr 700,000.
The early films of directors reveal much about
their artistic skills - and a great deal more about
their resourcefulness. This one, howeve r,
highlights Besson's sheer audacity. Based on a short
made whilst he was at film school, it is set in a
post•apocalyptic world, where the few survivors
are attempting to get by, living on their wits, and
also trying to discover why they cannot speak and
therefore communicate properly. The film is
virtually without dialogue, with only one word
spoken throughout (you can't fault him for
innovation, as he hasn't got the budget for sync
sou nd recording,). The scene where the protagonists
discover a device which may help them speak is
truly movi ng. The whole scenario is morally
ambiguous, and there are several issues that need
resolving, but the ci rcumstances in which the
characters find themselves hel p provide some
understanding.
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cinemascope). Despite all these science-fictional
comparisons, it is not for another fourteen years
chat he was to return to sf proper.

1985

Subway

This is Besson's most
vacuous
film,
arguably little more
that a glorified pop
video. Very 1980s,
Subway fo ll ows the
exp loits of various
characters who li ve
around the Metro
Fred
system.
(Christophe
Lambert) has some
papers and everyone
want Fred. Dead. Falling in love with potential
buyer Helena (Isabella Adjani) is not a good idea.
Neither is having to run from crim inals and the
police, with your only hope being a group of
underground dwelling artists and pop musicians.
From the astonishing opening car and foot chase
about and into the Metro, you are awa re chat chis is
very much an eye candy movie, but a good one at
that, wh ich shows a sure eye for snappy editing,
hand-held
camera work
and
cinemascope
composition. Ultimately, SJ1bway is a shallow film.

T he cinematography is breathtaking, sweeping
from intimate close shots to surreal oceanscapes.
The documentary film Atlamis (1991), later
directed by Besson, also derives from his interest in
the ocean and the
underwater world,
but
is basically
Wildlife on Two
writ large (70mm}
as a pop video.

1990

1995

1988

Leon (aka The Professional)

The Big Blue

(original French version 119
minutes with music by Eric Serra, has been subtitled; 110
minute version with music by Bill Cont i, dubbed into
Americ.in, Version Longe approximately 170 minutes, with
music by Serr;t, has also been sub1itled)

The most personal film that Besson has directed to
date, The Big Blue tells the story of two friends and
rivals competing for the title of world's greatest
diver. The term diver here refers to the sort that
use neither ox-ygen tank nor fixed line. This gives a
ready suspense mechanism for the director co
exploit to maximum gain. Will they hold their
breach long enough to swim to the surface alive?
Should they even be ali ve, bearing in mind the
depths to whic h they descend? Throw in a touch of
doomed romance and some psychotic behaviour,
courtesy of Jean Reno, and what could clearly
descend into a Jacques Cousteau buddy/buddy film
fortunately comes across as affecting and
believable. O h, and there are lots of dolphins, too.
page 6

Nikita

In the rain-drenched
city, a wretched
gang desperate for
their next fix raid a
The
pharmacy.
police arrive and
inevitably things turn very nasty. All the gang are
killed except for Nik ita, who, when discovered.
kills a gendarme. She is sentenced to death for chis
and, indeed, the newspapers .announce her death by
lethal injection. She awakes in a stark whire room:
she has been given 'another chance' and will be
trai ned as a spy/assassin. T he film becomes more
mainstream as ir progresses and it explores the
conseque nces of letting a trained and yet deeply
vu lnerable killer back into society.

The most enjoyable
of Besson's films,
and a prelude to 77,e
Fifth Element in that
is has a Hollywood
navour and is set in
New York - and yet
the style is as French
as
a
baguene.
Another
assassin,
Leon Qean Reno) is
totally professional:
he picks off his
vict ims one by one, but they neve r see nor hear
him until it is coo late. He lives next door to a
dysfunct ional family, and when all but one of them
are killed by the corrupt cop played by Gary
O ldman , Leon reluctantl y befriends the surviv ing
daughter and agrees to help her avenge her loss.
This is very much a transitional film in terms of
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Besson's career trajectory, where Besson becomes
accepted by the mainstream, by the studio and
distribution systems and by the audience, and it
really paves the way to making a blockbuster
production. That said, it is a masterpiece in its own
right: fast-paced, snappy and, above all, intelligent.

1997

The Fifth Element

A scie nce-fiction blockbuster in every sense of the
word. Besson has been building up to thi s film
since the age of sixteen. Stylistically evolved from
the comics Metal Hur/ant, The Fifth Element opens
in a past derived from Stargate (1994) Egyptology
and Raiders of the lost Ark (1981) action, with
chubby aliens (who look like a cross between a
Vorlon and a hedgehog,) and some pseudo-mystical
exposition. It then hurls us into the twenty-third
century, where our hero, Korben Dallas, (Bruce
Willis, but it really should have been Jean Reno)
has to save the world by bringing together the
representations of Earth, Air, Fire and Water with
the fifth element, Leeloo (Milla Jovovich), to create
the ultimate weapon and destroy the enemies that
were prophesied to obliterate the Earth.
Fast-paced throughout, we have flawed good
guys, psychoticall y evil bad guys, stupid cops,
dumb and violent aliens, a beautiful diva, an
intensely irritating media star and a long suffering
cat. Visua ll y the film is never short of breath
taking: the reconstruction of Leeloo and her
subsequent leap of faith into Korben's taxi,
stomach-turning taxi chases though the congested
skyways of New York, ludicrous quantities of
military hardware and the opulence of an off-world
holiday resort. What sets these apart from the
average effects movies is that these details are not
confined to the set pieces, but pervade throughout
the film in a myriad of secondary components. It is
this attention to design that is internally consistent,
despite gaping plot holes.
And that is the point. The Fifth Element is
entertainment pure and simple, you can cash your
brain in at the car park and return two hours later
with a cheesy grin on your face. If anything, the
imp lausibility helps the film along: the only time
you catch your breath is when the hyperactive and
terminally obnoxious Ruby Rhod (Chris Tucker)
enters the fray. At which stage even the most
devoted pacifist may discover the will to kill.
Gary Oldman camps it up wonderfully as the
evil Zorg, outdoing even his seminal nutter

performance in Leon and developing a bizarre
southern drawl - halfway between Ming the
(all
Merciless
co llars
vertical
and si lly beard)
the
and
melodramatic
intensity of the
C law.
Hooded
Willis
Bruce
shows he knows
how to pick good
science-fiction
movies (he's been in two of the best of the last
decade) and give it his all.
The actors do get thrown around. A lot.
Besso n' s insistence of handheld camerawork,
normally shot by himself for that auteur feel ,
demands intimacy with the subject, but the kind of
intimacy that precludes stunt doubles for all but
the long shots. With Leeloo smashing through
walls, through cabs, out of windows and kicking
seven bells out of all and sundry for a large chunk
of the running time, it is a surprise that she doesn't
end up looking like the diva. Blue.
Besson is not a science-fiction director: he is a filmmaker who sometimes uses science-fiction contexts,
and good ones at that, but within his own sty les
and by his own rules of film-making. His sf work
sharply defines the world he is creati ng, the details
within and the plot that develop.~, but then hi s
mainstream work does too. Most of his films set in
the modern day tend to exude an air of
ot herworldliness. In Subway, the mise-en-scene is
placed in an alternative Metro; we know the
setting, but are introduced into a world that,
although not beyond our imagination, ventures
past normal considerations. With Nikita, the use of
electro nic doors and bizarre drugging devices place
it in no-when-land. The Big Blue has fantasy
elements, particularly those scenes involving
dolphins and the ambiguity of the ending.
There are themes and motifs that manifest
themselves throughout his work, particularly in
the relationships between characters - elements of
adoption and protection - the surrogate
father/ daughter or father/ son relationships set up
in Nikita, Leon and Le Dernier Combat where the
protfgf in turn provides a degree of security
and/or stability to the protector. In 71;e Fifth
Element, Korben decides to take on responsibility
page 7
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for Leeloo, but ultimately she is the only thing that
can save him, and the world.
Another motif that has developed in his work is
that of an object that has special signi fica nce to the
protagonist; the plant in Leon and that poor cat in
711e Fifth Element. These elements are not relevant
t o the plot, but once again highlight Besson's
attention to details that help create a greater sense
of empat hy wit h the characters, the world they live
in and t he circumstances in wh ich they are
involved. It is rare to see th is in typical Hollywood

films; by their rules everything should have a
signifi cance to ensure complete narrative closure.
Styli sticall y, Besson's work is descended fro m
French com ic book artists rather t han the earlier
ge nerations of French fi lm-makers, and this results
in an oblique aesthetic. With a stro ng sense of of
visual elegance, comb ined with complementary
soundtracks, and with his discernible characterdriven narratives, he never fails to emenain and
stimu late.

INTERNET
http:/ /www.i.hi.uio.no/ - mariuswi/besson/
The Luc Besson Films WWW page h.tS lots of
inte resting bits ,md bobs about the man 2nd his films.
Don't be foo led by the spartan fro nt end.

VIDEOS
With the exception of le Dernier Combat 2nd 71w Fifth
Element, all of Besson's films are :available in this
country. Be warned that there is a horrible dubbed/ pan
and scan version of Subway about, 2nd even the
subtitled / letterbox version is poorly transferred. le
Dern ier Combat occasionall y crops up on Channel 4.

http:/ /www. fifthclement. co.uk/
Has the low-down on 71:>e Fifi!, Element in all its
multimedia glory. Those with little computers or little
patience avoid, those without both h.tSk in gratuitous
technology, get the screensaver, watch the trailer, and
feel smug.

[Colin Odell and Mitcl1 Le Blanc are Jtill part of tbe increasingly visible Coventry 'l 'fandom (a blau:mc 1m1tation ofthe use ofthe
middle mi11al 'M' m Hull fimdom). They first apeared in the fast issue ofVec1or writing on Jeimet and Caro; since thm they have
bttn converted to W.11chmg Babylon 5. - Eds.]

The Prescience of Mark Adlard
I

t must be ten yea rs now since newspapers first
reported a new style of training shoes
successfully launched in the USA. The Mall
Walker is popular with o lder people as it has a
better grip o n the tiled flo o rs of the huge shopping
malls where so many of these people now spend
their time. The malls' air-conditi oned ambience
varies across the country - cool in the south, warm
in the cooler north - but provides perfect
combined opportu nities of shopping and exercise.
Sensible people are improving their social life and
extending their vitality by joining ma ll walking
clubs. The clubs' membership is increasing very
week, L. L. Bean 's catalogue seems to offer a wider
range of mall shoes in every issue and I' ve seen the
signs at the mall entrances in Massachusetts
announci ng the time that the clubs will meet to
walk.
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BY L.

J. HURST

Mark Adlard's Interface o r Tcity trilogy,
published in the early 1970s, saw that specific thing
happening, among m any others. Another was the
imponance of male yuppie hairsty les - which has
come into and gone out of fashion since I wrote the
first drah of this article in 1988. Adlard 's books
provide remarkably prescient detail about the close
future but they are now hardly know n and seem to
have been out of prim for years, though secondhand copies are common. In their time they were
published in hardback and papercover, in the USA
and in Britain, and in bookclub edit ions.
Adla rd was then a manager in the North
Eastern steel industry who was also knowledgeable
about sf (he was a contributor to the first edition of
Peter Nicholls's Encyclopedia ofScience Fiction}. He
seems to have lapsed into silence after publishing
the first volume of a projected trilogy about
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nineceemh-<entury whaling (again, one comes
across second-hand Penguin copies of The
Greenlander). I hope he is alive co read chis tribute.
Interface {1971), Volteface {1972) and Multiface
(1975) seem co be ignored in some critical works,
but David Wingrove (i n The Science Fiction Source
Book) called them 'ext raordinaril y erudite' and
Peter Nicholls (in 711e Encyclopedia of Science
Fiction) wrote chat the Tcity ' books are ambitious
in scope and deserve to be more widely known'.
They are also un usual in that they manage to
combine a large number of subjects naturally into
one story. Peter Nicholls identifies at least nine
themes covered by the books: •automaton ,
hierarchical systems, the media landscape,
revolution, [ ...] leisure, class distinction [ ... ]
fa ntas ies of sex, [... ) the stultifyi ng pressures of
confo rmity' and the nature of industrial
management.
The trilogy can be read as both
utopia and dystopia , as political and
non-political, as religi ous and as
materialist. At the same time,
through a rough ly realist style, it
manages co imply much more than
is described.
The trilogy was clearly planned
before the writing began so that
each vo lume leads naturally to the
next, and concludes with the third.
The first volume introduces Tcity,
a dome-covered megalopolis sited
between the Tees and the Tyne, associated with the
nearby Stahlex plant. Stahlex is the wonder
material of chis future, capable of being used ro
construct everyth ing from roads to hosie ry. The
Stahlex Corporation is responsible for running the
city nominall y, although due to high levels of
automation both city and factory run themselves
with little human involvement. An a1most
incredible number of people cannot work because
there is liccl e r0le leh for human labour and
poss ible human erro r. They are bored and
unh appy, though they do not recogni se it. The tiny
number of executives have surgi ca ll y increased
intelligence, and tend to mingle wit h the ordinary
city dwellers onl y when they go slummin g or
looking for rough trade.
Along with all this there has been a Denaissance
- an has ended, and people know that they are
li ving in a sterile, non-<reative world.
The first book, Interface, mostl y centres on a

group of executives, their personal happiness,
affairs and strivings, and the way their lives are
affected when there is a revolt of disaffected
cit izens and all ied managers. It begins with Jan
Caspol, one of the elite, waking in the cubicle of an
ap hrodolly, and ends with violence and
destruction, but readers do not know how much.
As Volte/ace begins the revolt is some time past
and the executives have decided that the people's
lives must be filled, by re-<reating work. A vast
manufacturing, di stributi on and sales system for
ear-rings, bracelets, trinkets and gewgaws is
generated and the market then artificially
mai ntained (by TV programmes wing sex
fantasies). Applicants are appointed to jobs for
which computer matching shows they are sui table,
but some are then swapped to completely
inapprop riate posts by executive action, since this
is felt co replicate how business was organ ised in
our twent ieth-century heyday. The
novel expand its soc ial reach co deal
with the middle-ra nking managers
who find a place in chis new
business. The city fathers have
decided that
work will be
elaborated and exacerbated by using
our management methods, and the
book fo llows the experie nces that
suggest the lives of everybody who
goes to work today is partly one of
horror. (Thi s second volume, more
than the other, can be read as a
satire on the prese nt day).
Among others, Ad lard introduces Gregory
Smyt he, James T wynne and Carl Amory - you ng
men who spend their ti me in whatever recreation
they can find until one day they come out of a
concert to see new adverts for work opportunities
flashing in front of them.
Adlard uses the trick of a character noticing
another in passi ng, and that character becoming
important only later {as Rohen Altman did in the
film Shon Cuts [1 993D. This is how Vemrix is
introduced - an attractive bl onde girl passing.
Later, the story follows here as she goes to the
computer to find suitable work. Her responses to
the thematic apperception tests are unwual:

Will Taggart, a
man who lives
only to work
and turns into an
almost drooling
idiot when five
o'clock comes.

~:ti~~~;:~~~J:~i~h:i~.~J~h::;;a~ed
to ht- g11Zing thoughtfully at some object which
was outside the confines of the picture.
'T~II me what yo~ think th.e girl is doing.'
Ventnx answered without hes1tat1on. 'She 1s
page 9
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w~tching the ~ri-di and w<;>rrtng in ,case il is
go1i:o~~;;n1bi;nak°erollc antasy.
'Perhaps you said that she was remembering

man into paying more than he need have done for
stock you didn 't want anyway?' and he replies 'It's
good business.' Smythe has the appearance of a
businessman, but Felixstowe has the mind.
st:~~:~a~d~~r°~~e is
Other lives are even more bizarre - such as Will
:~~;~!;wt;~~~-~oing there again. Or
T aggan, a man who lives only to work and turns
into an almost drooling idiot when five o'clock
Vemrix's other comments become particularly comes. Or Osbert Osborne, who does not work
ironic. One of the executives becomes obsessed but becomes obsessed w ith collecting doorknobs.
with her, but only after he has been disembodied Both of them are sick, but it is the apparently
in an acc ident and kept as a brain in a central comic obsession of the doorknobs that leads to
processing unit: Ventrix becomes his sexual murderous tragedy. The lives of the executives are
fantasy.
not much better, and the books end with Jan
Adlard does something similar when James Caspol, who has been followed through the series,
Twynne gets a job as Planning Manager of Depot in a Buddhist retreat in Northumbria.
Number One and meets his new boss for the first
I don't want to suggest that Adlard has all or
time:
any of the answers - after all hairstyles seemed
important a few years ago, and now are less so; or
·Excuse me, sir.'
the use of body piercing and nipple-rings, shows
The Director faced him unwillingly. The eyes
were furti ve behind the coloured irises of his
that we are not talking about tight prediction. In
contact lenses, and there were fa.int scars of facial
Vo/reface, body piercing and jewellery become the
surgery about his forehead, cheeks and mouth.
engine of the new businesses, something that is
~c must h.1ve already spent his fim month's
mcrement.
happening now in the late 1990s, albeit not in the
world of .tn exotic princess (as the T city TV
tan:;~ne:~;~d~a:i~ti"h~:ter the cosmetic
subliminally advertises them), but rather in
'Congratulations, Greg.'
something frequently associated with new
Director Gregory Smythe is all appearance and no pagan ism, fetis hists and nightclubbing ravers.
The trilogy is not a dystopia, at least in the sense
dept h.
Multi/ace fo ll ows the system worki ng and of an Orwellian 'boot trampling on a face forever'
explores the everyday lives of a sti ll lower class - dystopia. It represents some of the interests of its
those who have become clerks and such-like as author, some of his fears, a projection of the
well. (The series never deals with those people implications of work with which he was familiar,
but
includes
in
them
found to be fit only for
much
bigger.
warehouse staff or delivery People brought up in the something
was
most
Where
Mark
Adlard
drivers, or unemployable).
residential blocks of
successful though, was in
This exploration is one of
psychopathology - people
Tcity have led lives of including the small with the
- he filled in the details
brought up in the residential
misery
and for most of -large
and in some ways, long
blocks of Tciry have led lives
of misery and for most of
them work is an escape. before the time he suggesred,
things have gone as he
them work is an escape.
Among ot her things, the Directors of ocher indicated.
He
cannot,
probably,
be called Cyberpunk. The
warehouses start planing for market share, and
Gregory Smythe's unit di ves towards bankruptcy, media landscape is important, but the methods of
driven by the Machievellian plotting of Mr electronic communication are not. Specifically,
Felixstowe, the Director of Depot Number Five, Tcity is about reality, and not virtual reality. Yet
his three books are just as important, and perhaps
and his own incompetence.
Felixstowe is asked: 'Why did you crick chat some editor might consider re-issuing chem in a

~~~:::t~fh:i~ffre:::l

Tcity Omnilms.

J.

Hurst is a regular reviewer for Vector. Mark Adlard was in terviewed/or Vector way back in September
0 L. J. Hum 1997.
1972 by Pete, Tate - Ed,.]

[L.
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"I
should
have
seen
it
coming"
The Uncertain Futures of Howard Baker
by Anthony Blundell

S

ome writers appear to have been with us it was the problematics of prediction which
forever, churning a new book out every year or informed the premise of Baker's first novel, All the
so, perhaps being taken for granted, perhaps just Gods are Dead (1983). It was written in a time
part of the background noise of publicatio n when the fear of a nuclear attack on Britain seemed
history. Others appear with a great flourish and a very real , if not certain, possibility, and when
demand attention, and may rfa_il_to_fu_l_fi_
l _,_he_ir__A_m_e_r_ic_an_
m_is_si_le~swe re usi ng British soil as a base.
claims, or succeed beyond
But as anyone who knows
about the Second World War
expectations. There is a
fourth category, those who
raid on Dresden can tell you,
the impact of a conventional
sidle quietl y onto the stage,
say their piece, and then seem
assault can be in itself deadly.
to be written out of the rest
And so as a firestorm rages
of the plot.
through
Britain,
Baker's
O ne such case, at present anyway, ,s the wnter f1ct1 onal fire forces anempt to save Britain fr om
Howard Baker. You'd look in vain in the destructi on.
Encyclopedia of Science Fiction to find his name,
The novel ends uncertain ly, midstream, and the
despite three published sf novels to his credit follow-up, Alive co the Buming, was as much a
which ought to win him a place. Nor wi ll you find continuation of the second half of one fo ur
him in Trillion Year Spree or 711e Science Fiction hundred page novel as a sequel. The efforts of
Sourcebook, or even, as far as I can make out, Emergency Column Eight to save there
reviewed in the hallowed pages of Vector s past. neighbourh ood. co ntinue, against the odds, co a
His four novels were all published by Robert Hale grisly conclusion. Baker's career was underway,
in the early 1980s, but not specifically as sf and so and All the Gods A re Dead was hailed by the
they fail to be listed in the Hale entry in the Glasgow Herald as "a splendid first novel. British
E,1cyclopedia. In fact, were it not for the brief and Book News• praised his "handling of the human,
perversely incomplete entry for him in Robert technical and tactical elements" as "highl y
Reginald's bibliography of Science Fiaion and effective".
Fantasy literawre 1975-1991 you'd be forgiven for
The uncertainties of prediction are central to
thinking that Baker had been airbrushed, Trotsky- Header-ash (1984), at chat point Baker's most
like, out of history.
science-fictional narrative, and borrowed from
'l should have seen it coming' serves as the classic science fiction at that. One of the most
hindsight-sees-all opening sentence of his 1988 fascinaLing ideas in Asimov's Foundation sequence
mainstream novel, Summer of the Melcing Days, and was psychohistory: the attempt to predict broad

"The number of
people interested in
the meaning of life is
rather limited"
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human behaviour patterns. The difference is thal Whirlpool of Shadows saw the possibi lities of virtual
Baker can write a decent sentence and create realit-y technology for artistic endeavour, and used
this to explore acutely painful human emotions of
human characlers.
By tracing l rends in history, statistical reco rds gu ilt and regret. A more rece nt project see ms to
and so on, a retired li brarian is ab le to calculate the take off from a th rowaway line in Headcrash :
odds of particular disasters happen in g - a ship
'Ever wonder what the hell's wrong with
vanishing without a trace in mid.Atlanti c, the
everybody?·
literal collapse of a panicu lar sty le of building and
' o need, I know. This isn 't a planet. It 's a
the disaster at Three Mile Island. He enlists the
galactic mental asylum for cosmic psychopaths.'
help of his daughter's boyfriend to help him work
out the details of a forthcoming event: an IRA
assassination of Charles at his coronati on,
In fact, by the time the 1990s were half
fo llowing the abdication of Eli zabeth. His aide is underway, Baker had become convi nced , in print
an expen in co mputers, one of whose co lleagues anyway, that the pl anet Earth is a cos mic
has a prog ram that ca n take in format ion and penitentiary where criminals are exiled to serve
their three sco re and ten year sentences. And at a
extrapolate from thi s.
A few yea rs ago I wou ld__h_av_e_c_i_ted_t_h•_·s_as_th_e__
,e_ad_i_n_g_o_f_a_n_e_xt_r_act~from hi s manuscript, Baker
fl
h d
d ,. . .
seemed to be able to
aw in t e
iamon ·
How do you sell a new tape counter any objection
Cou ld a computer really
that che audience might
digest such information
raise. How else do you
so
quick ly,
and
explain Hitler, Pol Pot
comprehend it enough to
and Thatcher except for
be .ible to
predict
previous version eliminated accepting that we are all
probabi lities
of
th e
born cri min al?
future' Perhaps not, but
Alas, his manual for
pany's
the
Labour
living
was
reJected
by
one
publ isher wit h the
supercomputer at Millbank, designed for rapid
comment
that
'the
number
of
people interested in
rebuttal of assenions suggest the technology is
closer. Nevermind: the thriller elements means you the meaning of life is rather limited '. In the
can suspend your disbelief, as the plot dri ves on to meantime, Baker ekes out a precarious existence as
it s conclusion. The dangers of predictio n come up a free lance journalist, advertisi ng copyw riter and
for discussion along the way: it 's one thing to writer of jokes for greetings cards. His store of
know what might happen, it's quite another to anecdotes about selling electrical goods (H ow do
auempt to change it o r be certai n whether it is for you sell a new tape machine with a bra nd new
the better or for the wo rse. It may be necessary for version of Dolby, w hen the previous ve rsion
things to go wrong now in orde r for things to go eliminated all known hiss?) or being a small cog in
large news stories or how to write ad libs for a
right in the long term.
And things did go wrong for Baker. H oward well•known comedian seem, mercifully, limitless.
But until British publishing sees the error of its
Baker's lase pub lished novel, Summer of the Melling
Days was published in 1988 and was a thin ly ways, his iasights wi ll be confined to local
disguised autobiography, chroni cling the break•up newspapers, the more obscure greetin gs cards and
of his marriage. Despite being compu lsive ly an occasio nal one li ner on Week Ending - or the
readable - to t he extent that l read it one sitting, twice--mom hly meetings of the Hull SF Group.
book in one hand, lunch being made with the Alas, though, genius is rarely recognised in its own
other - a roman ... clef was not what Hale were lifetime.

machine with a brand new
version of Dolby, when the
all known hiss?

looking for, and they cowardly rejected the sequel.
This remains unpublished.
And so lies the situation today . The unpublished
Tony Blunde/l's middle name does not begin with 'M', but is an (occasional} attendee of the Hull SF Group.
CAnzhonyB/unde/11997
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Cognitive Mapping 1 0: Death
by Paul Kincaid
Death is not the end. Ever since the first homo comprehensive journey through the realms of
sapiens told stories to explain their world, the most death in La Divina Commedia (711e Divine Comedy
importa nt explanat ion has been of the greatest [1307-21], he could no more exhaust the subject
mystery: what happe ns when we die. It is a than T. S. El iot cou ld in 711e Waste Land (1922) or
mystery that has never ceased to excite us. Alasdair Gray could in Lanark. In 'Mortimer
Practically every religion we have devised has, Gray's History of Death', Brian Stableford tells of a
among its central tenets, a tale of what happens time when medical science has effectively banis hed
when people die: the righteous go to the glories of death, unless it happens by accident or by intent.
heaven, warriors enjoy mead and meat in t he vast Yet it still cannot banish the mystique of death,
halls of Valhalla, poets recline with the houris in and after nearly dying in an accident, Mortimer
the gardens of Paradise, the bad are reborn as Gray embarks on an epic social, cultural, scientific
worms or cockroaches. The most powerful gods and philosoph ical history of death. Interpolated
are those with the greatest capacity for slaughter, into the story, Stableford has effectively written
the lords of the Underworld are among the greatest that history, which he presents as an eternal war
~L_a_n_a-rk--op-en-,d--h,-.,-ey-,-5 -a-n_d_/_o_ok_e_d~ against humanity 's greatest
ru lers in heaven.
enemy, a wa r in which our
The epic poetry that
formal ised myth throughout thoughtfully round the ward. The myths and stories provide
the ancient world, from 711e window was covered again by the invaluable propaganda. T he
Epic of Gilgamesh to Virgil 's Venetian blind and a bed in one corner one signifi cant om iss ion
Aeneid, from the Bible story was hidden by screens. Rima sat beside from Stableford's history is
of Lot to the Greek legend him eating figs from a brown paper the way that in our own
He said, '7JJal was very ce ntury science fiction has
of Orpheus, all rook their bag.
myths
those
carried
hero into the realm of the
dead. It is an essent ial part unsatisfying. I can respect a man who onwards, has revised and
of Christian belief that commits suicide after killing someone updated chose propaganda
Christ rose from the dead , (it's clearly the right thing to do) but not stories.
If death is the
just as it was a central part a man who drown himself for a
of the Egyptian pantheon lfonta.sy. W'hy did the oracle not make enemy, then all that brings
us close to death , that rakes
that Osisris was resurrected clear which of these happened?'
us into the very camp of
by Isis. It is a pattern that is
Rima said, 'Whal are you talking the enemy, is frig htening.
repeated again and again:
Virtually the whole of
Art hur did not die of about?'
'The oracle's account of my life before horror fiction is built
Camlann but sleeps with his
around themes and motifs
beneath Unthank. He's just finished it.'
still
warriors
Lanark (l 9S l) -Alasdair Gray associated with death,
Alderley Edge (or any of a
whether it be the dead
dozen other locations) ready
to rise again in the hour of Britain's peril; t he Dalai returning in the classic ghost stories of Sheridan Le
Lama's spirit passes on his death into the body of a Fanu or M. R. James, the undead arisi ng from the
grave in Bram Stoker's Dracula {1897), the Devi l
child who must be sought out by Budd hist monks.
Mysteries, of course, enchant us for as long bargai ning for immortal souls in various versions
as they re main mysterious. And in our secul ar age of the story of Faust, Egyptian Mummies lurching
no mystery is greater, or shows less signed of being from their sarcop hagi, zombies trailing their
'so lved', t han death. Which is why it remains rotting flesh or simply demons from Hell.
Science fiction and horror are close enough
today as commanding and as frightening a subject
as it has ever been. When Dame embarked on a for most of these motifs to have cropped up, in one
page 13
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form or anot her, in straightforward science-fiction Lanark, his wanderings through Unthank do not
stories, such as the voodoo imagery in William just echo the wandering through Glasgow of his
Gibson 's Count Zero {1986) or Lucius Shephard's for mer self, Thaw, they also represent his life. As
Green Eyes (1984). In the main , however, science his exchange with Rima indicates, one thing death
fiction has not treated death as a horror but rather, does is give the hero a chance to re-evaluate hi s life.
in the manne r of Homer In the absence of an effective medical science, The change_ of state
or Dame, has turned it Gray argued, the war against death was between life _a nd
.
death usually bnngs
into a landscape, a place
forgetfu ln ess
through wh;ch the hero essentially a war ofpropaganda, and myths were both
might
journey, to be jlldged m. that hght - not by thezr and an ;ncreased
replicating the journey of truthfulness, even in some allegorical or sense of mora li ty, so
the soul in Christian metaphorical sense, but by their usefulness in that the first and
imagery - from th e generating morale and meaning. By elaborating most important task
medieval lyric ' Lyke and extrapolating the process of death in this facing th e soul in the
Wyke Durge' to Pilgrim's
afterlife is to learn
Progress (1684) by John way, a more sernre moral order could be about,
then
Bunyan.
imported into social life. People thus achieved a compensate fo r the
Sometimes, this sense of continuity with past and future act ions of the hero
science-ficti onal realm of generations, so that every individual became du ring life.
death is one from which part of a great enterprise which extended across
Michael
st0 ry
we might return, as the the generations,from the beginning to the end of Swanwick's
hero of Iain Banks's The
VJ
'Radio Waves' {1995)
Bridge (1986) returns time.
fo ll ows the pattern
from the landscape of the
'Mo rtimer Gray's History of Death' (1995) precisely,
death
- Brian Stableford results
10
being
dead that is a transformed
Forth Road Bridge, or is
swept away from
a place that may be visited briefly as in various this Earth, which is frigh tening at first so that some
retelli ngs of the Orpheus story from Russell newly dead cling desperately to our world, as the
Hoban's 7be Medusa Frequency {1979) to Jeff hero does. But graduall y continued existence in this
Noon's Vun {1993). Sometimes the dead retain world becomes more frightenin g, until the hero
so me measure of consciousness, sufficient at least to has the opportuni ty to aco ne for cruelties
co mmunicate and interact with the living, as occurs committed during his life and fin all y welcomes the
in lain M. Banks's Feersum Endjinn (1994) or Coli n release of letting go this Earth. h is a pattern
G ree nland 's Take Back Plenty (1994). Such repeated in numerous ot her stories, and though the
usually
personalities story may be dressed with agnostic or even
technological
ghosts,
downloaded into computers in one fo rm or at heistic decl arations, the pattern itself is clearly
another, as in Greg Egan's Pennutation City (1994), reli gious and the imagery often Christian. It is in
actually offer the science.fictional hope of avoiding this way that science fiction continues the
death, of achieving a kind of immortality, one of propagandising mythology that Brian Stableford
the most persistent themes in the whole of science draws attention to in hjs essay with in a story.
fictio n.
ln his Tractatus Logico-Pbilosophicus Lud wig
In the main, however, scie nce fiction offe rs Wittgenstein made the famous rema rk: ' Death in
no handy way out of death. Whether it is the not an event in life.' In science fiction, however, as
end less river of Phi lip Jose Farmer's To Your in religion, death is a way co understanding our
Scaaered Bodies Go {1971), the mat hematical life.
eternity of Rudy Rucker's White Light (1980), or
the industrial city of Unthank in Gray's Lanark,
the afterlife offers immense potential for
exploration and adventure but not for escape. This [Pa14/ Kincaid is the author of the history of British
is significant , for death is nm just an alien planet: science ficcion A Very British Genre and reviews
the landscape through which the hero sou l must editorofVector-Eds. ]
venture has a particular sy mbolism. In the case of
c Paul Kincaid 1997
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Reviewed by Steve Palmer
It is authors who make an anthology. Cy~r-Ki/Jers, despite a
slightly silly OTT tide, has managed to acquire a highly
impressive array of authors. To name but a few; Philip K.
Dick, Harry Harrison, J.G. Ballard, lain Banks, Pat Cadigan,
William G ibson (of course!), Terry Pratchett (yes, really),
and many, many more. All have siories in this thick volume,
some strongly connected to the theme of death via
cyberspace, others less so. The book is split into three
sections, the first loosely based on internet terrorism, the
second dealing with android crime, the third - least
persuasively - with virtual murder.
Some of the stories are .ibsolute clusics; for instance, Kim
Newm2n's 198-4 story ·Dreamers', which fim appear~ in
lmuzon~, SpC(Ulating on links betwttn John F. Kenn~y.
Marilyn Monroe. and Elvis Presley - as you do. AJso J.G.
Ballard's 1967 Nnzi Worlds story 'Zone of Terror', which
used many eighties-style cyberpunk concepts years before
any American had even thought of them.
Other stories are slightly more puz.z.liag, for instance,
Pr:11chen's • + ifdefDEBUG+ "'world/enough"+ "time"', an
interesting enough story from a gre:n author, but it sits
nthcr uncomfonably among the sluh-and-hack of your
Gibsons, Shirleys and Cadigans, especially as it is the first
story in the book. The la.st story is also curious, .i son of
adven for the Daily Teltgraph by Peter James. 'A nge! ' by Pat
Cadigan - the only story .imongst the twenty four by .i
woman, a rather sad statistic, I think - is one of the best,
cenain!y one of the deeper stories, .ind the only one I really
wanted to go b.ick to once I had re.id it. No coincidence th.it

it WJ.S a finalist for the NebuL1 1 the Hugo, and the World
F.intasy .iwards. 'Johnny Memnonic' by William Gibson
stands as the best slice of cyber in this anthology.
All in all, then, .i book that makes you realise that
anthologies arc difficult beasts, this being the sort of book to
dip into, now and again. Nobody could read these from Stan
to finish, like a novel, but probably nobody would want to.
And that's taki ng into account the star quality of practically
every contributor.
A final quibble. The cover is panicu!arly naff - a goo•
green pistol set against a red circuit board. ClichCd and
gaudy.

Grcgon Benford

In the Oce,m of .\'zgbt
!

/v~

""
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Reviewed by Colin Bird
This is a timely reissue of the first book in Benford's Galactic
Ontre Cycle ll.•hich ame to a dose with Sadmg Brighi
Ett·rn1ty in 1995. Benford was a different writer in the early
stages of his career and, in the course: of this series, his prose
hu hardened, losing some of the wilful prolixity of his earlier
fiction. In fact, In CM O«.:,n of Nighr is a fix-up and the
individual stories date from the early seventies when Benford
w.a.s very much learning his trade.
The first pan of the novel concerns the discovery of
lc.irus, .in asteroid thrown into an eccentric Earthintersecting orbit by an eruption of gas. English a.stron.iut
Nigel Walmsley is sent to fngment the asteroid with a
nuclear 'Egg' but discovers Icarus is a long-derelict spaceship
and delays setting off the Egg to allow time to explore the
interior of the spaceship, causing much constern.ition on
Eanh. The Egg is finally deployed and Icarus is destroyed
just in time.
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Fifteen years later a str.mge signal is tracked around the
sol.ir system. h seems an alien ship, dubbed the 'Snark' by
W.ilmsley, has come to sec "''h.it h.ippened to lo.rus.
W.ilmsley is sent to communicate with the Snark with a
paylo:id of wc.ipons in tow should the robot ship get nasty.
A brief exchange between utronaut and machine intelligence
links Walmsley to the Galactic Centre saga and to the
struggle bet ween organic and .inificia1 life.
In 1he final, leas1 successful section Walmsley accesses
another derelict spaceship on the Moon, this time left by a
race of org,mic life forms who may h,we accelerated
Mankind's evolutionary progress to best prepare w for the
coming onslaught of mechanised invaders.

Jeanne Cavelos

B,1bvlon 5 #7: The Slhulou·
.
W/ithin :.1
/l,,,1,,
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Al Sarr:mtonio

J:me

Killick

B,1bvlrm 5 Set1Son bv Season:
Sigm ,1mi Portents
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Reviewed by Andrew AWms

&by/on .S is the latest big thing to perform the crossover
between genres. Following the success of books based in the
Star Trtlt and Star Wan- universes, the big corpon.tions arc all
desperate to market books for their favo rite (sic) licencing
ploy.
&by/on .S, the TV series, is somewhat different from
many of the other TV/ movie sources for such books in that
it is basically a single story told by one man Q. Michael
Straaynski). His artistic control could have raised the level
of the merchandise books somewhat beyond the mediocre
level tha1 such series generally generate. Unfortuna1ely, this
promise has yet to be fulfilled, the wri1ers all seem to be
unknowns or very minor names, and these two :lire little
different.
TM Shadow Wllhm is, :lit first gbnce, moder.ttely
promising. The basic premise is to explore some of the
b2ckplot revealed in the series: the adventures of Anna
Sherid2n on Z'h.i'Dum. Unfortunately, Cavelos docs not
seem to have J good sense of the Babylon 5 universe. The
expansion on informuion from the TV show is patchy and
occasionally inconsistent; the cha.r;;11ctcri.ution doesn't ring
true; and the author insists on bringing in the smion 2nd ;as
many major players as possible, presumably to justify the
•f1oa1ing heads and station' cover art. The plot involving
Captain Sheridan's first mission as commander of the
Ag:imemnon 'N:ll.rship is militarily naive.
Puronal Agmdas .ilso st:llrts with some promise:
Sarn.ntonio credits Straaynski with the premise and title.
Again, however, there are problems: the events in the book
are set early on in the fourth season of the show, before these
episodes are broadcast in the UK. Without the background of
these episodes, the plot is difficult to follow; having seen the
episodes, it just doesn't fit in. There isn't sufficient time for i1
to happen, and the lack of any mention of it in the show
detracu further from the consistency. Once more, main
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This book feels da1ed; the au1hor's metamorphic prose
and flashy experimenul type.faces an~ strain ing for an effect
th:llt 1he m:llteria1 b:llrely justifies. Bcnford's later works, such
as the recently reissued T1mnca~. are more S:lltisfyingly
sophisticated, a11hough 1hc Galactic Centre books arc a
struggle 10 follow :lit times. Bui I like the h-.rnnting lyricism
that pervades In the (Kean of Ntgbt .ind found this book
harkened back to Wys when Hard SF was more accessible
2nd less dominated by the l2test indigestible quantum theory.
A sophomoric "''ork, bu1 coming from one of the best
exponents of genre fiction th:llt means nothing less th:lln an
enjoyable read.

ch:iraners are brought in with a sense of 'we must have them
in' rather than for any believable, internally consistent
reason. And the writing is poor: we are told 2bout characters'
emotion:il states rather than having them demonstrated
through actions and descriptions.
After eight books badly received generally by the fans of
the TV show, W2rncr Bros. :llnd J. Michael Straczynski arc
still looking for a successful formula for the books.
As for the show i15elf: Episode Guides, Nitpicker's
Guides and 'minor ch.iractcr background :llppearance guides'
arc another boom indwtry for media-related merchandising
books. j:llne Killick's &by/on 5: Stouon by St.non, covering
se,150n one, is ;a fairly standard example of the type. The
episodes are summarised in a workmanlike fashion, there are
a couple of brief interviews with cast 2nd crew, .ind an
overall se;ason description. Unfortunately, with &by/on J's
popularity on the internet, this has all been done before, and
done better. So much so, in fact, th:lll Killick's anempt looks
lack-lustre. For those without internet access, the book may
serve a useful reference function to remind people of what
has gone before, but the opportunity to do so much more
has been wasted. More information about Straczynski's
vision of the future (his on-line writing alone gives vas1
reference material) should have been included, and longer
interviews with the cast and crew would have placed this
book on a much higher plane. Tht! l:i111.:k uf listiugs uf 111:.1ju1
gues1 stars, the lack of ;any mention of the crew behind the
scenes, such as the ground-breaking special effects technology
(p2nicularly ground-breaking fo r the first season) :llnd other
such omissions condemn 1his book to a brief browse and a
pl.ice on the reference shelf. Only to be read by those who
missed the show's earlier episodes or didn't spot the ongoing
plot threads themselves. A nice idea that should have h:lld
more time spent on research and expansion, n.1hcr than
being prematurely pushed 10 mukct.

Kathr)n M
Drennan

B,1h }lo11 5 :19· To Dream m the
Cttv oj Sorrous L l
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This latest novel in the series centres around the training of
the Rangers and their first big battle.

Joseph Cochran

The Babv/011 Pro1ect
/ /111

/ 1 1~ / !1 ~1

A role-playing g2me based on the TV series.
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Greg Bear
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Reviewed by Brian Stableford

Slant is a sequel of sorts to Q11ttn of Angels (1990), although it
can easily be read independently of the earlier book. Two
characters are carried forward - policewoman Mary Choy
and psychiatrist Martin Burke - but their roles are marginal
to the main action. The world of the book does, however,
extrapolate the ideas contained in the earlier volume in a
careful and interesting manner.
The central thesis of Queen of Angel~ was that
advancements in the scientific understanding of the brain and
the mind and developments in nanotechnology would
facilitate dramatic improvements in psychotherapy - and that
such improvements would be vitally necessary in a society
riven by the stresses of 'future shock'. The principal subplot
of the novel involved the evolution of self-consciousness by
an artificial intelligence contained in a space probe. In the
'dataflow culture' of Slam the ability of individuals to cope
with everyday channels of communicat ion is dependent on
their mental stability - a stability ensured for all but a
minority of 'naturals' by artificial therapies. The first fully
sent ient earthbound artificial intelligences are now on-line,
although they require protect ive 'firewalls' to maintain their
individual integrity within the turbulent ocean of the
dataflow.
Q11ten ofAngels was the most ambitious novel Bear had so
far attempted in 1990, although it had neither the cosmic
sweep of Eon (1985) nor the apocalyptic extravagance of
Blood Mime (1985). Writers of near-future sf who spurn largescale social transformations experience much more difficulty
in constructing sat isfactory plots than those who take the
apocalyptic option because fi ct ional worlds which have
sufficient stability to absorb the stresses and strains of wild
ideas into a sustainable normality need far greater structural
complex ity and innate resilience than those which are set up
merely in order to collapse or explode. In order to develop
and display this resolute complexity Quern of Angels played
with 11 few literary devices which still qualify as avant-gardish
within the conservative conventions of sf publishing, and
Slam dutifully plays with a few more - although its textual
embell ishments are very modest compared with those of
John Brunner's DosPassosesque Stand on Zanzibar, which
st ill remains sf's boldest attempt to characterise an entire
future society.
Q11ten of Angels was sufficiently daring in its scenaristic
endeavours to disregard the customary genre insistence on a
robust plot, and was blithely content to be something of a
tortuous mess in regard to the laying down and eventual
unravelling of its storylines. What effect this had on the
selling-power of the book I do not know, but it may be
significant that Slam takes no chances in this respect; the
careful sophistication of its image of 21st-century American
society is embedded in the hoariest of all plot-clichks: the
mad scientist whose evil plan to destroy the world must be
thwarted amid a hail of exotic bullets in a slam-bang climax.
ff Slant were to be stripped of its outer tegument of
intelligence, the residue might serve as a treatment for a
movie in much the same mould as Total Recall.
I was recently commissioned to write a brief article on
James Gun n's 'IM jay Makers for a forthcoming Dictionary of

Literary Utoputs, for which purpose I re-read American sf's
first notable exploration of the notion of psychotherapy
perfected .md Siam's most obvious intellectual ancestor. One
thing that struck me very forcibly was the way in which
Gunn's satirical exercise in philosop hical speculation had
been bolted on to the chassis of an orthodox pulp adventure
story. 'How unfortunate,' I thought at the time, 'that matters
had to be handled that way back in the 1950s.' Slant
demonstrates that not much has changed; indeed, the relative
sophistication of Bear's prose style and the skilful elaboration
of his scientific and technological hypotheses actually serves
to deprive his book of the frank immediacy with which
Gunn was able to confront his readers with the philosophical
issues at the heart of his story. Here, the subplot involving
the confrontation between two sentient artificial intelligences
is handled with such slick facility that it never attains the
depth or affective authority of the soliloquies attending the
uplift of their predecessor in Queen of Angels. Slant is more
readable than Queen of Angels, and its dramatic tension is far
better sustained, but those features do not work entirely to
its advantage.
Mercifully, until and unless the movie is ever made, Slant
will present itself to its readers with its outer tegument intact;
it is an intelligent and vivid projection of some fascinating
ideas, and it does take time out to consider some unusual
existential enigmas and offer suggestions as to their
resolution. Given that such books are so very difficult to
write there is certainly no sense in complaining that too
much effort has been put into the task of making it easier to
read. If a writer as bold and as clever as Bear cannot be
fo rgiven the odd mad scientist, who can?

Terry Bisson

The Fzftb Element I, l
! \''"
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Reviewed by Paul Kincaid
A novelisation is not the work of its author in the same way
a novel is. Terry Bisson's nove\isation of the Luc Besson film ,
for instance, is actually 'from the screenplay by Luc Besson
and Robert Mark Kamen, based on a story by Luc Besson'.
The phrase: ' Too many cooks...' springs to mind
What we get, therefore, is a talented, idiosyncratic author
noted for bringing a stylish and slightly twisted perspective
10 his work, writing the novel version of a film by a talented,
idiosyncrat ic director noted for bringing a stylish and slightly
twisted perspective to his work. It is a combination that
should work. In a sense it does work, I can 't think of many
writers who could have rescued as much from this source
material. But Bisson's style and idiosyncracy don't quite
mesh with Besson's. You can sense Bisson in the sideways
glances, the (few) introspections that fit around the bare
bones of the screenplay. But for the vast majority of the
book he is straightjacketed by the script, and unfortunately it
does not sound on the page the way it might do in the mouth
of an actor. O n screen you can sometimes get away with a
story that doesn't really make sense: give it a bit of surface
sparkle and glitter, hurry through the questionable bits with
fast cuts and spectacular effects, get some good actors to give
a sort of sense to nonsensical words. These devices are not
available to the novelist, and the corresponding devices that
could be used, lengthy description, slow evocation,
introspection are inappropriate in the high-speed world of
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the novel1ution. Wherever Bisson 1s constrained by the
scnpt, therefore, the skimpy silliness or the plot shines
through.
There is the son of introductory ,vafne of a disco\·ery in
J.n Egyp1i;i.n tomb thJ.t is all too famili;i.r in films like this,
then we cut to the ch~. An ancient evil is on the loose, J.11
th;u nn Stop it is J.a J.lie.n urned with the curious stones that
were found in that tomb. Along the way we get the taxi•
driver who jus1 hJ.ppens to be the son of super-competent
hero 1h.n would have given Heinlein '11.'et dreams, a
megalomaniac villain who would destroy the universe fo r a
profit (where do they get the brains to run their super·

Stephen Briggs

Gu.1rds' Guards' 71Je Pld)'
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efficient operation without being able to see the Oaw in this
proposition?), an incredibly be;autiful girl in ;an incredibly
skimpy costume, ;an over-~xcd rapping DJ, .nd the usual
usonmen1 of dim cops, dimmer villains, innocent bysunders
and the rest . To s.y th;n the plot develops by a Sttmingly
unending stre.im of coincidences would actually be unfair to
coincidence - 1here isn't even that much logic in what
happens. The.re .1re, howe\·er, a s.itisfying number of
explosions, crashes, shoot-cm-ups -and d.tring esc.1pes. But
these don't look anywhere. neu u impressive on the page as
they do on the screen.

Allan Cole

\Vben tbe Gods Slept I.I
\,

'J'J

Reviewed by John Newsinger
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DaHd Drake
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It is no coincidence that the generic name for Terry Pratchett
fJns is 'prJts'. They range from the fanatics who are, of
course, complete prats through to occasional readers who are
o nly prats now -and then. The fuct that the Pratchen cult's
fanzine is hilariously named Tht: Wizard's Knob only bears
this out. Of course, Pratchett is not to blame for any of this
himself; the .iuthor of a series of competently-executed comic
f.mmies that contain a few good jokes and the odd inspired
le.1p of the imagination, ho'II.' was he 10 kno~• tha1 the '11.'hole
thing would get out of hand and he would be condemned to
spend the rest 0£ his days churning out book after book to
satisfy the .1ppareatly insatiable demand of his followers. In
fact , this would make a good Oiscworld plot: a popular
novelist held prisoner by J cult of fanatical readers and made
to rewrite the same novel for eternity. Combine it with
elements of The Man m tht Iron Mask and that's the
umpteenth Discworld novel finished.
Of course, any Jttempt to discuss just how good a writer
Pratchett actuJl!y is always produces the response from his
Jcolytes that critics l::ick a sense of humour. Nevenheless, the
question is worth asking. For my money, his novels are 100
comfonable and complacent, there is nothing challenging
about them, they are not quite grown-up, not in the same
league as Tom Sharpe. (l except from this his Truckers
1rilog)', one of the best cont ributions to writing for young
people in recent years.)
At 1he moment of writing, the first of the Discworld
canoon films , the disappointing Wyrd Suurs, is appearing on
television and a shon documentary programme celebrating
his work has already appeared. The Pratchett cult Sttms
irnent on '11."0rld domina1ion. They h;ave even penetr.n cd the
world of .ima1eur dramatics, ,1 world inhabited by prats loag
before Terry Pr..nchen .ippearcd on the scene. c~rds!
G11.irds! is the founh novel to be. ad.ipted for the suge by
Pn.tchett's faithful Tonto, Stephen Briggs. On the page it
seems r,uher uninspired, reproducing the weaknesses of the
novel but nm its strengths. How well it would work on st2ge
is ,mother mJtler, .ilthough personally I have no wish to find
out. The very thought of Discworld plays put o n throughout
the coun1ry leaves me cold. One suspecn there could come a
critical point where the number of productions staged on one
panicu!Jr night might be enough to threaten the fabric of
reality itself, letting unknown horrors loose upon the world.
In fact, this would make a good Discworld plot...
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Reviewed by Susan Badham
These two fantasy novels have o ne refreshing feature in
common: lhe authors have lUrncd away from Europe in
favour of different backgrounds. The lWO are well wrinen,
with strong chnacters and (mostly) convincing plots, though
they have some faults.
I '11.'llS expecting death, mutilation and carnage in David
Drake's lord of the Isles since. his science fiction has tended to
concentrate on these things. lnste.id he works on establishing
character, background and l"C'lationships in a we.11-deu.iled
putoral society. Drake has done his research: the technology,
religion and society are convincing bu1, being ,1 fantasy novel ,
prac1ically every major chancter turns out to have a Greater
Destiny. As they all live in one sm.ill, insignificant vilbge,
this is a linle hard to swallow.
The book follows a familiar quest format: the character
go through various adventures, b.iuling m-1gical bad guys and
monsters li they begin to see lheir places in the greater
scheme of things. All the male characters change and develop
as a result of these experiences; the female charac1ers, on the
other hand, stay much the same and tend to get pu!led
.iround by the plot rather than acting by themselves. Maybe
Drake just prefers writing .ibout men, but it seems a pity that
he can't slip in the odd good role model.
In Dnke's world, you definitely shouldn'1 trust wiurds.
In Allan Cole's, on the other hand, 1he hero is a wiurd.
Safar's real interest is in solving an .ibtruse milgical problem
which is irrelevant to 1he plot (though it provides his m.ijor
motivation ;md it is strongly hinted 1hat it will be imponant
in the nex1 two volumes), but he hu an effect on the world's
destiny because he meets ;m Alexander-type world conquerer
'11.' hom he helps to greatness. The plotting of the book is
prcdict2ble: there ~ems no good reason for S.Uar to join a
circus, for example, except that he will learn things he will
use later, wh ile the female thief he meets early in the books
of cour ;e t urns up in another guise at the end. Ho'll.·ever,
within these limitations the book is well written and a
pleasant read. The characters are well handled and the
treatment of the major monsters elevates them above simple
cannon fodder, it's nice to meet non-mindless monsters for
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Paul Cornell
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Reviewed by D.i.mel O'Mahony
When good Time Lords die, they go to Ci.mbridge. This is
the upshot of Oh No It Isn't!, the first of Virgin Publishing's
attempts to spin off the scH-origin.i.ted elements of their
Doctor Who: 'TIN NnJ.J Adwnt11m series now th.i.t BBC Books
h.i.ve nabbed back the rights. The good bit of the collect1ve
title having been pinched, these are just 7M' N~w Ad~ntum.
h 's a reuonably accurate (if feeble) description though, and
thankfully the embarrassing publicity strapline: 'Science
Fiction hu never been this much fun!', is absent from the
jacket of the actu.il book.
The focus of attention has shihed from the unmentioned
Doctor to former companion Bernice Summerfield, .m
undiminishedly phoney arch.ieology professor, now located
at St Oscar's University on the pl:inet Del lah in the 26t h
century. That this is Cambridge with .iliens is no surprise,
P.i.ul Cornell - Bernice's creator and copyright holder, .ind
persuasively the best writer to work on the Doctor Whobased New Ad\'entures - n.rely strays beyond late twentieth
century Britain (or a thinly-veiled version therwf) wd Oh No
It Im 'ti is loaded with contempora.ry references. Whether this
is .i. valid scienc~fictiona.l appro.ich is debauble; ~'hether it as
successful or not depends on how it is .i.ppro.iched.
Is 1t a novel or a comedy? h stans as the former. The first
ch.a.pier, laid out in relaxed, deliciow prose, est.i.blishes
Bernice's world .md her inner life without 1he punctuation of
incident. Cornell makes Bernice a re.ii woman - a qualified
fake, .i. divorcee trundling tow.i.rds middl~.ige (though not u
fast as she thinks), .i. bitter wit and a frus1r.ned lover. This is
easily the finest pass.ige of the book. It is the introduction the
series demands.
Then plot intrudes and the story turns quickly to
comedy. Bernice and just about the entire university staff
tr.lvel to a newly dcquarantined planet, once home LO .i race
of disappe:ired liminal beings (whose present circumstances,
when reve,1,lcd, are depressingly clichfd) and are soon under
attlck by :.i.nother species of fact-hungry .ilien warriors (who
are just as cliched but much more enteruining: Cornell has
milked fellow NA writer Gareth Robens's thesis that these
stock aliens .ire (de)characterised by 1heir unconscious and
tr.i.rugressive humour). Bernice .i.nd various other chara.cters including her cat Wolsey - are then transformed in10
.i.nalogues of themselves in a pantomime rea.lity. A halfheaned upl.i.n;nion is offered, tow.uds the end, t.hougb since
this is no~• .1. comedy, it's hard!)• the poin1.
Bernice isn'1 fooled and this is where the dialectic
bet ween novel .i.nd comedy begins to show. Though her only
problem is - ultimately - to be herself in the face of
galumphing re.ili1y manipulations, she remains a novelistic
reponer and the siory is essentially her re.i.ction to her new
situation nther than the exigencies of 1he panto in which she
is c.i.ught up. Bernice is, however the on ly Real Person in the
story, other charJ.cters are only allowed m.uches of inner life.
Wolsey, who becomes anthropomorphised, gains a nice line
in double entendres ('Hang on to me, Dick!') and
momentarily fears the oblivion of mindless domesticity that a
return to reality would provide. Everyone else - from
Bernice's would-be student lover to J. Kenneth Williamsish
Vizier - is .a cypher or a joke. Bernice may be Real. but It

feels like the author thinks everything else mus1 be m,1,de I~,
re,1..I in order to .i.ccommocb.te her.
There .a.re some fine set-pieces: an elaborate p.m1omime
ball and m Al.i.ddin's lamp sequence ,·hich fed like
fngmenu of polished Pn1chemque, JUst ~'.i.iting for .i.
structure to come by :md integrate 1hem. While Cornell
inspects the ohen ridiculous conventions of pwto, he doesn't
try and l.icer.i.te them, nor is there is .i.ny sense (.u 1n
Pr,ucheu) 1ha1 the essenti.i.l Story of the form has broken
down. Unlike Pntchen, Cornell is unwilling to creJte ,1
character who is both a pan of 1he comic world Jnd capable
of reflexivity 1ovnrds their environment (though Wolsey
comes dose). Bernice doesn'1 want to get involved in :d i this
plot, she just wants to get back to normal.
There art' hints at .i. grander order waiting for the reader
who sticks with the series, notably via the introduct ion of
two ext raneous representatives of the People - ,1 hugely
powerful pseudo-utopian society crudely xeroxed from the
best•known sf cre.i.tion of a Bigname Author (a.k.-a. Bign.ime
M. Author) - who, in Oh No It lsn 'z!s only cynical flourish,
spend most of the narrative disguised as ,1 horse. This is ..1
stnnge introduction for .i series though. Everything beyond
the firs1 chapter is padding, which is .i. sha.me as the
introspection of the opening could easily ha\·e sust,uned
some1hing more subs1.i.ntia.l. As n stands. this is too insul:ir,
too flimsy .i.nd too eccentric to lend the ne~, Ne,•
Adventures much shape. To iu credit, it ne\·er smells of
Doctor Who.
As a comic romp, stuffed with ba.d jokes this is ok.iy,
1hough not subtle. Science-fiction h;i.s bttn much more fun
1han thas ,ind Oh No It Isn't! is nowhere ne:u as profound or
innovative as it thinks it is. As comedy it is undistinguished.
For the sake of 1he author, 1he series and 1he prot.tgonist, this
should be uken - for all the flaws tha1 reading gener.ites - n
a novel.

J.R.
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Reviewed by Paul Kincaid
One of the re.i.sons that science fiction has always been so
popular ~•i1h satirists is 1he opponunny it offers to
manipub1e re.i.liry to make .i. mar.a.I point. That said, science
fiction that truly is built around a. moral conundrum is
rebuvely rare. This is, in pan at lea.st, be-ca.use uckling mar.a.I
questions can le;i.ve the auihor open to .i.11 sons of pnfa.lls,
from trivialising the issue to ducking the question altogether.
Da.ringly, J.R. Dunn h.u taken on the biggest moral
conundrum of our century, and if he doesn't entirely .a.void
the pitfalls neither does he come .lS much of .i. cropper as he
might well have done.
The Moie1y is an organisation m.i.de up of humJns
plucked from every point in our history, from 1he ancient
pa.sl to a future so distant iu beings have entirely dispensed
with the physic.ii. Their r0le is to ensure the smooth
progression of history, to prevent anyone using the av,1,il,1b[c
technology of time travel to change the p.1st. It is ,1 h,1,rd
lesson its guardiJns must learn, for they must stand by to
ensure that the rapes md massacres of our history continue
to happen as they .i.lw.iys h:ive happened. But one of the
brightest of their 'monitors' decides that the evil of 1he
Holoc.i.ust was so great that e\'en •t the cost of future hastory
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it cannot be allo":ed 10 s1and unchanged. Wi1h a small group
of followers, she 1ums renegade and when their first attemp1s
to kill Hitler before his ri~ to power are 1hwarted, she pu1s
herself in10 Auschwitz 10 subvert history from the iruide.
Meanwhile her mentor, Gaspar, is :JSsigned the ta.sk of
hunting her down and ensuring that Hitler's Final Solution
progresses as history recorded it did.
Here is where Dunn is stepping on the most dangerous
ground. To suggest the Death Camps arc a suitable plaything
for time travel adventures is questionable enough; but if he
suggests that Auschwiu. St;tnds out as especially evil
throughou1 1he en1ire unimaginable history of mankind he is
suggesting in some way it is ;111 ;;iberration, ;;in atypical
extreme th;it somehow defl;nes its genuine horror. while to
say on the other hand that it is just one among m;iny is 10
deny its unique iconic pan in our moral conscience. You just
can't win, and Dunn compounds the problem by making his
renegade, Alma Lewin, a strong and competent woman who,
for an unfe:i.sably long time, is able to change the regime,
mitigate 1he effec1 of Auschwitz, at least for the women of
one hut. To believe that one prisoner in Auschwir2, even one
with the advantage of pills and other supplies from the
future, could mlle tlu.t much difference from 1he inside is a

reflection on the suffering of the Jews ,md Sl.1vs and
homosexuals and other 'subhumans' who died in 1he camps
that makes me feel very queasy.
But the camps win - and without overmuch interference
in the course of things from Gaspar and his team. The story
of a normal woman in the camps is told straight, without
laying on the pathos or the drama, and it is moving enough
as it stands. The big moral question - should history be
changed to avert the Holocaust - is sidestepped, though there
is the face-saving suggestion that without the example of 1he
Holoaust there would have been no moral restraints
preven1ing eYen '9.'0rse carnage later in the century. This is
just thrown in without being questioned or examined, which
drastically undermines the moral weight of the story. But at
the same time there are small changes, notably the Auschwitz
guard whose life is changed forever by his one small act of
moral courage. Though this is again undermined by a
dreadfully twee ending in which in effect, everyone goes to
heaven.
That ;ipan, this is a courageous, st irring, moving and
superbly wriuen novd. It may, when we finally ;;r,dd up the
moral stakes, be a noble failure, but it is noble nonetheless.

It's Fantastic!
Sb,tdou: Dau:11 I. I

Chris Cl:iremont
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Ch3rles De lint
Raymond E. Feist

R age of,1 Demon King 1.1
\ >,.,,;,·• ,,,,.,-

Robert Jordan
Greg Keyes

J\.1ickcy Zucker Reichert

Paul Ware
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Prince of Demom 1.1
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Terri ~ -indling
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Reviewed by Janel Barron

The Conan Chronicles 1, comprising three Jordan novels and
an essay by L. Sprague de Camp, have a pantomime feel ,
stock characters romping through exo1ic !cations with
neither political correctness nor self-consciousness. Few
surprises here; 1hews are migh1y, prin1 is big, doxies are
heavy-breasted, black-hearted villains worship gods of lust
and pain, and Conan ensanguines his blade wi1h vigour and
predictable success. Simplistic and spirited, for afficionados
only.
As, indeed, are the next three representatives of multivolume epic fantasy; Rage of,:a fkmon Kmg, Prmce of Demom
and Shadow Chum . ln Volume Three of the Serpentwar Saga,
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Feist offers the culmination of a tale composed with the usual
ingredients: elves and sorcerers, underdogs and kings. Armies
march, an invasion ;;ipproaches, and if the d.ty is to be won,
Pug, the young magician must confron1 ~ros the Black. It
did not engross. The pace w.u leaden, the char.icters nat ,
frequently petty or sentimental, and somet imes both. Nor
will I be seeking out the five previous Renshai novels. Prince
of Demom, second of the Renshai Chronicles, follows Kevral
as, among affairs of grea,er moment, she must decide between
the two men she loves, Colbey (the original Renshai) now a
demigod in Valhalla, Griff the young King faced with
manipulating the Staffs of Order and Chaos, and the Dark
Elves who thraten the throne. The characters anempt to
develop in the course of the book, but this process is
undermined each 1ime they suffer badly. Initially, this m;;iy
enlist the sympa1hies but eventually th~ spurns of mental
;111d physical anguish, some of which seem to have very little
provOClltion, irritate and alienate. The C laremont and Luas
follow-up to Shadow Moon centres st rongly around young
Elora Oanaan and, as you might expec1 from Lucas, contains
a delightfully varied cut of beuties of different charm, power
and malignity. Elementals, trolls, dwarves, brownies,
dragons, demons, you want it, you got it; all very colourful
stuff. Elora hers.el£, feared by the people since the Destroyer
struck her silver from head to toe, undergoes varying forms
of tn.nsformation while the Shadow WH rages and tolerance
for those who are Other is rapidly vanishing. The threads are
strongly woven but the prose is full of horrid wordiness and
clumsy bits, the net effect of which is of trying to run with
chewing gum sticking to your shoe. And, like the Feist and
the Reichart, it is contemporary American through and
1hrough: the setting may be exotic but not the heroine's
mind-set. Hence dialogue such u 'Wow.' ;111d 'Someone got
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real mad here, Rool. And then they got even.' Oh well,
1here's a 101 of it abouL
Not, however, in Paul Ware's debut novel, which is true
Brit. I mher suspect that he would like it to be praised as in
the tradition of Swift or DeflM'. Told in the first person, the
narntion in formil prose ~omes positively archaic once in
Shushuan, although it does get more punchy by the fin.ii
action sequences. It's a Gate-to-Elsewhere story, where thejumping off point is England in the- 19705. The fact that it
manages to be- absorbing, despite- prose such as 'suitably
fonified by this repast,' is quite an achievc-ment. The- hero,
David Shaw, is a solitary eighteen-year-0ld schoolboy and his
companion is his schoolteacher, the young Mrs Catlin. Mrs
C has a lot to answer for, not o nly does she fail, when
teaching him English Lit, to point out that Dickens died
some time ago, but she a!so wakes in him uncanny abilities in
swordsmanship during fencing lessons and practically drags
him through the junction. Their successes in this posttechnological society, and their trials, such as enslavement,
transform David physically, though no1 mentally. Imagine
Copperfield the Barbarian and you'll get someth ing of the
flavour. And while many of 1he clc-ments are hackneyed, the
whole is individual. Ware is cxce.llent on engineering, bu1
wc-ak on romance, and the overall effect is patchy bu1
promising.
~ Watl'rboni is an accomplished first novel, gentle in
style-, subtle, winy and wc-ll crafted. It is stttpc-d in primitivcauitudes; bc-lic-fs in little- gods who pc-:rsonify natural features,
and biggc-r gods who dc-vour the- small fry - a whole- ecology
of gods, in fact. Hc-zhi, independent-minded child, is about to
reach womanhood and, when she docs, the power of the-

Ni3II Ferguson (Ed.)

\ 'zrtmd History
A.ltern,ltl'<..'es a11d
Co1111terfact11als
/',,I,

Reviewed by

/J<I~

5J~r i2222

L.J . Hurst

Like J. C. Squire's If It Had Happmffl Otherwise, first
published in 1932, this is .i collection of essays exploring
coumerfactu.ils, with .in introduction and conclusio n by the
editor; the big difference is that Ferguson has lookc-d only to
academic historians for his cont ributors. H is t0ne to Squire is
dc-rog,nory, and his discussion of fictional explorat ions
suggests thit he is unaw.ire of the- c-xtc-nt of the- litc-raturc(.ip.irt from errors he makes). H e is not much bc-nc-r on more
mainstrc-am thinkers, treating wh.it I rC'.ld as short but qui1crc-asonable discussions by Edward Gibbon (wh.it would havehappened if Charles Manel hid not defeated the Saracens)
and Bertrand Russe-II (if H enry VUI bad not wanted a
divorce) as almost worthless lollipops. The rest of the
introduction goes on to a discussion of the- philosophy of
history which almost completely ab.indons Altc-rnative
History as a subject and scarcely shows any common theme.
The nine essays include the questions: What if Charles I
had .ivoided the C ivil War? What if there had been no
American Revolution? What if Germany had invaded Britain
in May 1940? .ind What if John F. Kennedy had lived? These
subjc-cu immediately spark interest: there arc- quite a few
discussions of history diverging under the Tudors, for
instance, bul I cannot think of .iny which discuss t he

W-.uc-rborn, the- childrc-n of the Rivc-r God, will wake in her
blood. H er fate- is in the b.ilance, fo r .iftc-r puberty m;:iny of
the- royal family are nc-ver seen .igain. Pc-rkar has a grudge
agains1 the bloated River God who continually cats Pc-rkar's
local strc-am dc-ity. literally his sex goddess. Their fates are
intenwinc-d, but whc-n Pc-rkar finds Hezhi, will he kill her or
uvc- her? Perkar may be- .i Hero, but He-roes .ire- frequc-ntly
deadly to thoSC" .iround them. Unrcscrvc-dly recommc-nded.
Trader is a 'personali1y switch' story in 1he urban fanusy
mould, as carefully charactc-rised as you would expect from
De Lint. Max Trade-r's comfon.ible c-xistence .is a guiur
craftsman is shattered whc-n he wakes up in the body of ne'er
do well Johnny Devlin. Things npidly degenc-rate .ind within
hours he- is o ut on the streets with only his inner resources to
hold him together. His attempts to come- to terms with his
loss, and to regain his old life, culminate in a inner-world
confrontation with Devlin and with unfinished business
fro m his own past. This may no1 ex.ict!y break new ground
for De Lim, as claimed on the jacket, but it does use- his
stock-in-tr.ide (accunte contemporary descriptions, crc-dible
and appc-aling characters, and life enrichment by the crc-ative
force) to good adv.image.
Windling covers some- of the same- ground as De Lint and
with .it least .is much convict ion. No melodrama here:
Maggie Black moves from the- city 10 the- dcsen, 10 the- house
left to her by murderc-d plM't, Davis Coopc-r, where sheuncovers t.hc- mystc-ries of the p.ist. The answc-rs lies in thcimerplay bc-ni.•~n hum.in creativity and the- c-lemental forces
of the- I.ind, give-a form by Cooper's anist wife, .ind in the
discovc-ry Maggie- defines hc-rself and her fu1ure. Bcau1ifully
written, dcgantly craft c-d, s,nisfyingly resolved..

continuity of the Stuarts and their feudal Divine- Right of
Kings. Simil.irly, although WC' look back at the United Smes
involvement in Vietnam, there is little explicit discussion of
the consequences of Ken nedy's own ho me policies Qohnson
in man y ways was far mo re radical) . Reilly, only 1hc subjec1
of I litlc-r's Engl.ind is not new, but that seems to lend iu:el f
to a hundred different treatments.
But of all these promises few .ire kept: this is .i book by
academic historians who seem intent o n m.iking their work
dry as dust. [n particul.ir they are all intent on setting t he
scene for their point of diverge-nee, and then thc-y fail 10
exp.ind t he- consequencc-s. After struggling through the
Introduction, the despair I felt whc-n I real ised that the first
essay.John Adamson's 'Engl.ind Without Cromwc-11', was no
bc-ttc-r canno1 be- understated. Should Adamson have- le-ft the
subject of this book 10 the lllt p.iragraph md then reduced it
to these few lines?
How many of those who became pulia.m=tari.ms
during tht 16405 would 01her-wisc h.ivt bccomt the
loyal servants of a monarehic;J rtgimt? ln most cases
this must rtmain an optn qutstion.

I think not: it was to read answc-rs or suggestions of answers
to th is sort of question thal I spent my £20.
In 1994 Michael Mo n o n started to publish a mag.izi ne,
Alternate Worlds. Only o ne issue .ippeared, but that fim issue
included a long bibliography of alternative history, as well as
articles by Brian Stiblcford and Andrew M3rr. Intelligent
discussion of 'What if' his1ory has so long and credible i
record that I .im starting to think that so m.iny contributors
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un;iwue of it coming together in Virw.:il Hutory is beyond
chance. Ferguson's own stJtemenu Jte oumanding examples
of this counterfactuJ..lity. He writes 'Small wonder the
volume (Squire's) W.15 soon dead and buried' (page 10), and
then maintains this stream. He discusses Robert H;a.rris's
Fathtrland and then mentions Philip K. Dick's TIN Man b,
TIN High C:ntlt as o ne of 'm.iny less successful works' (page
HI). He calls Keith Ro~n•s Paw.nea 'Utholic Utopia'. The
contrary, of course, is that Squire's book is well known [if
difficult 10 obtain), and was reprinted m an expanded edition
as recently as 1972; that Dick's novel is ;a. far greater succ~

Tbe Spotls of \\1/ar l, l

Alan Dean Foster

I n;ud /99- 29t>pp !l 99
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William H . Keith, Jr
I
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Reviewed by Ian Sales
I've never really understood how the sub-genre of militaristic
sf came abou1, nor why it is so popular. Looking back,
there's no novel 1hat stands out as a precursor, though I
suppose: it could be argued that pulp sf like EE 'Doc· Smith's
lensman scrics is militaristic - it was, after all, based around
the eons-long war between Eddore and Arisi-a.
And there is something that harhns b.ick to Kimball
Kinnison in Foster's The Spoils Of W.ir. Subtitled Book 71,rtt
Of The 03mn«l, it is set during a furnre war against the
Amplitur who are determined to subsume the various races
of the Weave into their Purpose. This is a war the Amplitur
is winning... until the Hum:1.ns - the un iverse's 'horneriest
critters' - join the Weave. Lalelelang, a Wais histori:rn, is
rese.irching her 1hesis - that Humanity will be unable to
adap1 to peace once the Amplitur .ire defeated and turn on
the ot her races of the Weave - and to that end visits several
worlds where battle is taking place. She meets 2 Hum,m,
Straat-ien, who is a member of the Core, survivors of a
gene1ic experiment by the Amplitur and now their
implacable enemies. The Core .ire busy working behind the
scenes to defeat the Purpose. And they succeed - with
Lalelelang·s help.
It is the Amplitur which remind me of Smith's E<ldorians,
although the Core are no Lensmen or Arisians. The baulescenes - planet-bound; extn.polated military hardware; a
focw on tactics - are not the 'corusc:ating energies' of pulp sf,
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Reviewed by Stephen Deas
Roll up! Roll up! See the he;i.ling magician with the power to
save the universe! See yet another world's deadliest
swo rdsm2n! They don't quite sun with 'It was a dark and
stormy night...', but you can feel the words there, haunting
the pages, just looking for an excuse ...
Sigh.
I'll say one thing fo r these books. At least you know
where you stand, right fro m page one: high faniasy clich~
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th,m Harris's (unless Ferguson means copies sold); and that
P.n.une is dystopi:m. He ;1.lso manages to invent a novel by
John Wyndham entitled Random Q11nt.
I had great hopes for V,nu.il H1s1ory - I would not ha\·e
paid out re.ti cash otherwise - but I was dis.lppointed. And
the cynic in me wonders did this m.muscript perhaps drop
through some ~vormhole m the space-time continuum from
.inother dimension where things are not as they are in this
world? Not be:ing sure I suggest not buying Vmu.il Hmory
should you wish to find out. Do not let history repeat iuelf
over t he bookshop counter.

but closer to the Vietnam Vet school of sf. It is a strange mix,
and not entirely successful. The book is also unbalanced:
three-quarters covers the lead-up to the Amplitur's surrender,
and the remai ning quarter details the years of uneasy peace
that follow . It's really two stories - How The War Was Won
and How The Amplitur Tried To Subvert The WeJ.ve
Through Trickery - bu1 split unevenly within a single novel.
Not one of Foster's best.
Keith's Wanmder: Baulemmd is probably the beuer of
these two. It is more overtly militaristic sf - from the series
title to the opening scene describing st riderjack Captain K.1r.i
Hagan battling for her life against the inimical Web mach1neintelligence. There's a curious prudery to Battlonmd: it's
okay to dwell lovingly on the grJ.phic violence (although, of
course, it's all at one remove, the product of technology); it's
permissible to mention sa (but not to describe: the act); but
swear words are definitely not allowed. Instead we have-;
' Kuso!' and 'gok!'.
Nothing in Baulemmd has not been done before: the
military technology, the Japanese interstellar empire, the
interstellar computer network, the vinual realit y, the trip to
the distant future to find some way of winning the w;ar ...
St ill , it all hangs together, although no idea seems to be used
to its full potential . Having said that , it's a good example of
its type: large enough in scope to cover all angles, with a
sufficiently diverse ca.st of characters, and plenty of action. As
militaristic sf goes, this is one of the better ones.
I'll cheerfully adm it I've read some enjoyable militaristic
sf (but we won't go into that}. However, they always seem a
little thin, as if the ideu thrown into the pot are not thought
through full y. It must be: a facto r of the sub-gen re.

land. There's a cenain kind of person who reads these books,
and this is targeted straight at them. So if you're not feeling a
strange tingling mixture of sh.ime and anticipation by now,
you m.iy as well move on.
Actually, they're not all 1hat bad. As usual , meddling
sorcerers end up unleashing all manner of sinister horrors,
and it's left to our heros (and heroines - one in each) to clean
up the mess. There are some nice touches here, not all 03rk
Moon's dich& are quite as expected, while the overall feel of
Winter Wa"iors is quite broody (The heros are mostly old
men with an ai r of old-soldier bitterness to them and the plot
quietly lurks in the background, keeping itself out of the
way, tempering everything with something darker, more
measured, promises of a more thoughtful story than usual).
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Irritating CkHJ Ex Machma plot-explaining spirits aside, both
books are ple~ntly engaging...
... until the second half. At this point, D.irk Moon, which
had bttn quite p.icey, becomes foll of padding while the
princip.11 characters (2nd the reader) are waiting for Lhe plot
to h:ippen. Wmtn- Wanion, me:mwhile, enters a long chase
sequence, far too long for wha1 it conuins, and by the end l
was more interested to know what thC' mynical significance
of the number thirty five was than to find out what actually
h.ippened. Both have thC"ir momC"nts (having a sixty six yC"ar
old veter.In soldiC"r with all the manners and culture of a slug
being midwife to a queen when she gives birth was good for a
chuckle), but both ultimatdy dng. D.1rk Moo11 picks up again
for the big fight at the end, and only just fails to give a
satisfying ending. Winter Wamors left me fee-ling I'd been
right to be more interested in the number thirty-five. And in
both cases it's down to the characters.
That's my main gripe with both these book. The
supporting c~t {and in Dark Moon there are a lot of them -
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Reviewc-d by Ian Sales
Parry is T alenr at Bigger AmusemC"nt World, OnC' of worke"
who interact with the public whilst dressed as a Bigger
canoon chancter. HC" also SC'C'S flying saucers hovC"ring over
the amusement park most days. No one else, however, can
sec the.m. The Slory begins l\'hC"n Priscilla, fC"llow Talent, is
violently ill and subsequently fired for being seen in public
without her cartoon char:ICIC"r's head (a sackablC" offence" at
Disney World, apparently). P.1rry, who has had enough of
being a Bigger employee, decides to leave with Priscilla, but
before they can do so the amusement park is invaded by the
surviving member of the Bigger family (they had sold Bigger
Amusement World years before to an international
corpor:11ion). Ch.1rles Bigger institutes a sadistic reign of
terror on staff and visitors, and begins searching for thC'
cryogenically frozen body of his grandfather, the founder of
the Bigger empire", builder of Bigger Amusement World, who
is apparently hidden somewhere in the park. Parry and
Priscilla, plus assoned other characters, are caught up in this.
Gentry's inspiration for BiggC"r AmusC"ment World is no1
exactly subtle: this is DisnC"y Wo rld undC"r anothC"r name,
even dol\'n 10 the rumours of a cryogenically-frozen founder.

A Mzdmmmer 1\1gbt's
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Reviewed by John R. Oram
I've betn far from impressed with Andrew Harmm's work:
.1wful n.1mes which could only be relevant to 3 real ale fan
(Hogshead, Firkin, etc.), worse jokes (a girl n.1med Dawn gets
out of bed: 'D.1wn rose·) and absolutely appalling titles ("ne
Sorurer's Appendix, 7be Frogs of War) . Fonunate!y, he has
eradicatc-d the terrible, unfunny names and the bad jokes
from this book, and revealed a talent for humour I would
not have" expec1ed from him. For one thing, it is not set in a

too many) are all thoroughly two-dimension.ti. I could li"e
with th.it (oaC" or two are even qu1tC' .imusing), but most of
the main chancters suffor from it too. Some of them try:
Karis (D~rk Moon's ·warrior woman ,md strategist• and also,
apparently, the only woman on the planet to have .tccess to
contr.1.ception) and the abovc--me.ntioned impromptu midwife
both come cl~ enough to be interesting, but neither quite.
m.ike it, and both hooks have e.ndings which \"ery much
depend on this happening (Wmur Willmon also suffers from
the fact that the ending resu heavily on key minor characters
who have h.1d no effective development. Left mC' wondering
exactly what the point of the previous two hundred pages
was).
Br.tin-candy, rhen. They won·t make you think, they
won't move you to tears of sorrow or laughter, rhey won't
make you wonder about anything much or leave you gasping
for breath. D:irk Moon is adequate for 3 couple of !ong and
lonely winter nights if you've nothing better to do; Winter
Warrion might just prompt you to find something.

And this conceit is GC"n1ry's first mistake". Disney World is a
pu~ly American phenomenon, but ~ , r Heads A"
Anonymo,u is set in thC' UK . It just isn't British. ThC" US has
theme parks; the UK has Butlins and Alton Towers.
HowevC"r, no1 con1en1 with crudely welding elements of
US culture onto a British setting, Gentry choses to go
completely ovC"rboard with Chnles Bigger's invasion of the
amusemC"nt park. People" are slaughtered left, right .1nd
centre; his mercenaries enact .1II the C'XCCSSCS of soldiers-forhire in an Angolan brushfire war. Disbelief is not so much
suspendc-d, as put up apinst the wall ;;ind shot. The climax,
involving a reanimated grandfather Bigger, psychic insecu
and 'explanations' for a variety of unexplain.1ble phenomena
(including thC' flying saucC"rs), pushes suspension of disbelief
beyond surrealism and into barking.
On the plus side, Gentry has 3 way with words, and the
book's surrealism works more often than it fails. It ·s simply
that hip md trendy US fiction only really works if it's, well,
hip and trendy US fiction. I-lip and trendy UK fiction is a
different mimal. 7beir Ht.ads Are A11011ymo11s isn't sure wh.u
it is. h's too American to be British ; but not American
enough to be Americ:tn. In 1hat re1:pect , ii fails; it is as: re:il as:
Disney World.
~ , r Heads A1?' Anonymous is an attnctively packagc-d
book, but :u nine quid for nearly 200 pages, it's not what you
would call good value".

fantasy realm, but the mundane world we all live in. ThC"
settings are familiar, and that makes the book that much
funnier.
The setting is Camford, a mix of Bedford and Cambridge,
where two feyries, fed up with their lot at the coun of
Oberon and Titania, escape into the upper world in search of
a girl to kidnap. Unfortunately, while one wants to kidnap a
b.1by in the traditional manner, the other wants .t fully
grown girl. They end up with Tara, 1he daughter of the local
police chief, .1n sf fan who is thrilled at the ide.1 of being
kidnapped by aliens. Add two crooked scientists, intent on
defrauding the governmC"nt to mike chicken-navourcd corn
by the use of genetics; a b.1rmy group of animal rights
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aetivisu; a sou~on of F,uryl,md (fit.1.nia is hooked on a f.my
version of soap opera); able b.ycrs and a grus-m•d He•d
Groundsman .u the local golf cou~, .1.nd you have a chaotic
romp which which entenains at every tum.
Throughout the story, l-larman sets his sights on the
sillier aspects of modern life. Anyone interested in sf will
re~ognise the shop which sells anything from Star Trek
Voyager models 10 a Dalek dustbin; and anyone who has
been held up in traffic jam will be familiar with the cable
layers digging up the roads. This pair are absolutely hilariow.
I have one sm.ill quibble. The publishers will insist on
comparing Andrew Harman with Terry Pr.tchett . This
should stop: he is an original. and this book marks his entry
into the world of aduh humour. It is well written, the
characters arc well observed, and if he continues to write to
this standard I, for one, one will become a firm fan .

M. John I larrison
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Reviewtd by Paul Kincaid

It has become increasingly difficult to disentangle truth from
fiction in t he works of M. John Harrison, pwicu.Jarly in
novels like O,mbm (1989) and ~ Cou~ ofUN Heart (1992).
Not in any superficial se~ - I am nm trying to suggest th;i.1
Harrison was the trapped and powerless narr.uor of Tm
Co11rn of ,he /-learc, still less that he is the ud, failed 'China'
who makes a living illegal ly dumping chemical and medical
waste, in S,g,u of Life - but his dialogue has the hesit.mt ,
broken-off, indirect feel of something overheard; his
charaeters have the hesitant, unfinished fee:1 of people who
aren't performing in the wfully structured world of a novel;
his situations h.we the hesitant , unc."<pecttd, shapelessness of
evenu that have not been ordered by J. novclis1.
The book, in 01her words, has the feel of something
experienced not written; yet this incredible naturalism is
offset by an intense artificiality. Harriso n's narrators - and,
through them, Harrison himself - are constantly seeking out
symbols. Everything from a dream to a casual remark , from a
chinge in the weat her 10 an incursion of brutal reality, is see:n
as pan o f a cosm ic pa11ern, a him of the rcljgiow. His
characters lh·e in grittily described real places where brick is
crumbling. dust is settling, the stink of rott ing vegetables
hangs on the .1ir; ye1 they arc also in a wonckrland of signs
and poncnts, where they listen constantly fo r the echo of
things yet to come, and invariably hear it .
And what do they hear? They hear their own failure, fo r
Harrison's characters are driven by fate, have little personal
control of their lives. Things fall apart, emropy rules; in the
title of one of his finest stories, everything is ' Running
Down'. But there is hope, there is always a second chance;
t he unfonunate thing that Harrison's characters never
recognise is that this second chance invariably comes in ways
that are unexpected, offen a chance that is not quite what
was hoped for, and is ilS quick to fall apan as everything else
in this world.
All of which is a hesitant approach to distinguish the
shapes and patterns, the signs and protentS in the work of
one of our finest novelists. Not fantasi st, not science fict ion
writer - Signs of Life is both fantasy and sf, of course - M.
John Harrison belongs outside those narrow bounds; his
remorseless, unblinking, unsettling gau is the match for any
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writer of .1.ny fietion working 1oday. And S1g,u of life
belongs up there with his finest work.
'China' Rose (his first name is Mick, Harrison 's first
name is Mich.ael, but let w not draw too many conclusions
from that, for all that this see:ms like one more bnusing
round in his battle for a son of psychological autobiogr.aphy)
is fonysomething, survivo r of a failed marriage, somet hing
vague :md unsatisfying in advenising, and bored. In fairl y
short order he meets C hoe Ashton and Isabel Avens; in a
more conventional work C hoe would represent the devil
dragging China down ll,•hile Is:abel, with her dreams of fl ying
(and that avian-suggesting surname), would be the angel. But
thmgs are never that simple: Choe is a life force, an irruption
from outside China's narrow wo rld who is dangerous, yes
Qike Y:ixley in 7k Cou rse of tk flearl his influence c;i.n be
ultimately damaging) yet without Choe China would not
have a life anyway . Isabel is the great love of his life, the force
for good who will bring him most of his happiness, yet her
dreams of fl ying are uhimately destructive for both of them,
and it is an urge for self-sacrifice that she brings out in Chma
as much as anything.
C hoe is the trigger for most of the events in the novel. He
persuades China to quit his job and set up a courier service
which monly consists of dumping dangcrow and
unregistered medical supplies in remote infill sites at dead of
night . (In Harrison's world there is always rain or snow; it is
generally d2rk and disspiriting.) The business ex p2nds, so
much so that they set off for Hungary on a fateful trip to
investigate ways of operating in the newly-opened East. But
it is C hoe, inevitably, who falls for the glamorow spell of a
bunch of Eastern European criminals - and the business falls
apart. Jwt as China's relationship with lube! is falling apan.
She h.is met one of their clients, a reputable but questionable
doctor, and she leaves C hina to live with him. Only later do
we learn that the docto r offers implants of fea thers, and
Isabel sees this as a way to make her dreams of flying come
true. But the implantS go disastrously wrong, and the stage is
set for the tragedy of C hina's second chance.
ln outli ne, this may sound dour, even morose. Certainly
the same sense of hopelessness surrounds China, Choe and
Isabel ll surrounds the central trio in "TIN Courv of the f/e;irt.
So much so, in fact, that it comes as something of 2 shock 10
realise that this threesome is rrutcrially well-off, leading
stylish and successful middle class lives; Harrison has the
ability 10 make even a dcsin.ble cit y home sound like
something only one step removed from • slum. Yet fo r all
that it is a gripping, challenging novel, a work that keeps you
intellectually on your toes while being thoroughly and
emotionally engaging. It is a world you don 't want to leave
when you finally come to close the book, but at the same
time it is a world you arc glad you don 't live in.
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Reviewed by Alan Fraser
I'd like to stan by apologising to Robin Hobb for assuming,
in my review of Auamn'.s Appmuice (VJ88) that she's a man,
in fact Robin Hobb is better known as Megan Lindholm.
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These long books conclude this cl,lSSic fantasy trilogy set
in the maritime Kingdom of the Six Duchies, ruled by a line
of 'farseers' gifted with special powers called the Skill, the
latest of whom is King Shrewd. They continue the story of
Fitz. the bastard son of Shrewd's eldest son, Chivalry, now
untimely deceased. The first book, after tdling how Fitz.
trained in secret as an assassin for his grandfather the King,
endtti after Fitz. had foiled a plot by the King's youngest son
Regal (royal names are always noble qualities, but here it is
ironic) to dispose of the current heir, Fitz.'s other uncle
Prince Verity. Reg.11 is prepared to do anything to gain the
throne for himself, even ally with the fearsome raiders from
the Red Ships who are ravaging the shores of the Six Duchies,
subjecting the inhabitants to a terrify ing fate ca.lied Forging
which is essentially the stripping from them of all the
qualities 1hat make them human.
Roy:il Ana1si11 begins with Fitz taking his place beside the
King to help in the fight both openly agai nst the Red Ships
and covertly against Regal (I should point out that in all the
three books Fitz doesn't ge1 to do that much assassina1ing,
and even 1hen only of those who :1.re thoroughly bad.) More
is revealed about Fitz.'s enigmatic and oracul:ar mentor, the
King's Fool, and of the motives and powers of 1he Red Ship
raiders. Fi1z develops his powers in both 1he Skill, and also in
the forbidden hedge-magic, the Wit, which gives him power
to communicate with and control animals (and more). Losing
the battle against the Red Ships, Verity sets out to look for
the fabled Elderlings whom legend tells saved the Six Duchies
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Reviewed by Stephen Deas
Tom Holt has a formula: take one myth, tweak it, set it as
inappropriately as possible and press go. Where possible,
gues1 stereotypes or figures from other myths and legends
will come along to join the fun and/or add to the confusion.
Generally, it seems this c:1.n lead 10 one of two things: either
it's hysterically funny, or it falls Oat on its face .
Pamt Your Dragon, sadly, is of the Splat! Ouch! variety.
The plot - if you can call it that - is a stand.trd Hoh :1.ffair:
for reasons th.i.t :1.re never entirely clear, St. George -and the
Dragon are back for a rematch. A bunch of demons on their
trip-of-an-aherlifetime to Knoxville bumble around tbe place.
It has its moments - two, I think - :1.nd both George and the
Dragon have a certain charisma, but on the whole it tries ohso-h:1.rd to be witty and clever and hardly ever succttds. It's a
pity. At his best Tom Hoh c:1.n be a genuinely funny m:1.11,
hard on the heels of the likes of Pratchett :1.nd Adams (:1.nd if
you like Roben Rankin, Hoh is :1.bout the closest I've
found), but this is just painful. By the end, there are so many
threads hanging loose th:1.t :1.ny attempt to tie them up was
doomed to incoherence. Best joke of the book? Kurt
Lundqvist threatening to throw a cantankerous statue into a
river with a human tied to its ankle. Would you really want
to wade through 250 pages for that?
Open Sesame, fortunately, is something of a return to
form. Akram the Terrible, he:1.d of the infamous fony-thieves
gang, begins 10 figure tha1 being a storybook villain isn't all

when they were in simibr dire straits centuries before,
leaving Regal with a lot more room to manoeuvre. At the
end of the book Verity is missi ng, feared dead, and Fitz is in
worse d.tnger than ever, .i.s .ire the Six Duchies. Roy:tl Anassm
is a much better book th.i.n middle volumes of trilogies
normally are, and left me desfM'rate to read the final book.
Aw.um', Ques1 starts well and continues well for most of
its length. Now offici,1.lly dead :1.nd forced to adopt ,1 new
identity, Fitz. stans ou1 on a quest to find Verity :1.nd save the
Six Duchies. He teams up wi1h old and new characters on his
journey, and they go 1hrough nail-biting adventures.
However, after 700 p,1.ges virtually nothing has been done to
resolve the situation facing Fitz. :1.nd his allies in the Six
Duchies. I realised then that the events for which l had been
patiently waiting (namely the seei ng-off of Regal and the Red
Ship Raiders, and the explanation of the Forging mystery)
were going to happen off-stage, described briefly in :m italic
chapter foreword - and I was right. I therefore felt rather
cheated, both for myself and for Fitz., who should have been
asked to play a much greater :1.nd more persona1 part at the
end rather than jus1 being the c:1.talyst to bring it about (and
for th:1.t matter get a better deal, although to be fair this was
signalled from page one of Awssm S Apprtntiu).
Despite the constrainu of her formul:1. fantasy trilogy
form:1.t, however, Ms Hobb has delivered an excellent fim
work, with well-paced plotting in the first two books, and
genuinely involving characters, though I was pem>n:1.lly
disappointed by the abrupt ending of the trilogy.

that great a c:i.reer. ut's face it, he's got this cave full of loot,
:1.nd all that ever hapfM'ns is some bugger comes and steals it,
:1.nd when he tries to get it back, it's Ali Baba and boiling oil
and all the way back to square one. Docs he get to spend any
of it? Does he get to splash out on a pair of battery-heated
winter slippers? So it's sod this fo r :1. lark and off to reality.
Where we have A. Barbour the dentist, a recession-hit tooth
fairy gone bad, machines with auitude - I do have a soft spot
for machines with attitude, and the Argos catalogue joke is
quite priceless ... And back in storyland, 1he 39 other thieves
tramp chaos through neighbouring fairy tales, searching for
their leader. OK, it's not hysteric:1.l, the humour·s fairly
bland where it could be wickedly cutting, but it's still qui1e
funny. Better 1han that, it's consistendy quite funny . Fans
will be relieved, newcomers could do a lot worse than this
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Reviewed by Lynne Bisph:1.m
This children's fantasy is the first of :1. series of books in the
tradition of Rrdwa/1 and Watm-h,p Down. It is set in :1.n
imagin:1.ry l:1.nd, the Welkin, from which all humans have
vanished long ago, and the wild animals of the woods have
acquired human intelligence and attributes. They have also,
where possible, taken over human possessions, cuning them
down to animal-si7..e. The stoats have become a powerhungry aris1ocracy, treating the weasels as virtual serfs, while
01her animals such as badgers, pine-martens, hedgehogs :1.nd
oners keep more to themselves. The hero of the book,
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Sylver, is the leader o f a band of outl.iw wease.ls, somewhat
reminiscent of Robin Hood, while the villainous stoats are
led by Prince Poynt, who is aided by his henchman, Sheriff
Falshed - their human equivalents would be Prince John and
the Sheriff of Nottingham!
Prince Poym's main aim in life is to capture Sylver, even
if he has to hire Magellan, the fox-mercenary who killed his
brother to do it. To add to Sylver's problems, the Welkin, an
island be.low sea-level, is 1hre,nened by the imminent collapse
of the human-buih sea-walls which the :animals, lacking
human exixrtise, are unable to repair. Sylver does not
particularly like what he has heard about humans, but he
believes that they must be found and brought back to the
Welkin so they can mend the sea-walls, even if their return
results in the animals becoming wild creatures again . The

book tells the story of the first pan of his quest to find the
humans.
VN We/km Wease/5: Th,mder O::,k is not one of those
books written for children that could equally be for adults,
but its intended age range (about 9- 12) should find it a
1horoughly enjoyable fantasy. Like all the best children's
books, it succttds because it does not patronise, recognising
that ch ildren are quite cap,ble of reading ,bout such things as
the death of cert.iin characters. The humour, p.irticularly the
confronmions bct"U.•een Prince Poyn1 and the Sheriff, is
pitched just :at the right level for this age group, while the
fast-paced adventures of the weasels make it an ideal book for
able readers who are not quite ready for adult novels, and yet
are looking for a challengi ng read.

The Horror! The Horror!
Joe Donnelly
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Let's stm with the serial killers. Twitchy Eyes by Joe
Donnelly is a stalk-n-sla.sh novel sci on the west coast of
Scotland in the 1960's; in a town which is living in fear of a
child killer. The killer has already Struck twice and
consequently the town's children have sixnt 1he summer
cooped up where their parents can see them. Five tttnagers
decide to make a break for it one weekend, sneaking off into
the hills to look for the 'dummy village· (a decoy from the
war) instead of going with the ot her kids on the official trip
to Scout camp. Natunlly, the serial killer (the man with
twitchy eyes) is waiting for 1hem. Twitchy £"jt'l is a coming·
of-age novel which follows the boys as they are forced to
grow up and come to terms with their emerging sexuality
during their encounter, over one wttkend, with a violent
psychotic. Donnelly is an articulate writer, overly so at
times; the characters of the boys are finely drawn and the
ending is made all the more effective as Donnelly briefly
describes the future for each of them. That's the twist in the
ending - the catalytic events of the weekend did not occur in
a vacuum and although the boys survived, the emotional
scars remain.
h is unusual 1ha1 the re.ii effects of violence and sexual
violence arc portrayed in horror and this is the case in Fiends.
I've never been attracted to Richard Laymon, but for those
who are, Fm,ds is a collection of old short stories along with
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a new novella from which the title of the collection is taken.
h is written in Laymon 's usual breathless style and his
stereotypical serial killers behave as they always do - this is
lowest common denominator stuff and il's all rather jokey.
Dean R. Koontz is not so much a novelist as a storyteller
and Sole Sunm;or re.ids as much like a film script as a novel.
Flight 353 crashed, running nose first into the ground, and
two of the hundred or so fatalities were Joe Carpenter's wife
and child. The official enquiry was a whitewash and a year
later he is on the detective trail, tn.cking down the truth
behind the crash ('crash for questions'). That's not the story's
hook though, the hook is this: he meets someone who
survived the impact. ' How could anyone survive?' we. ask
ourselves and, following all the cops and robbers bits, we find
our. Actually there's not much horror here and I found the
dl!nouement (reminiscent of TIN X.Filn) quite disappointing.
Fogheart by Thomas Tessier is much more bitter and
twisted. Oona is a medium (son oQ who has a knack of
reading the innermost secrets of men , She and her sister, Roz,
take two couples under their wing to try and help them
come 10 terms with the unexplained psychic occurrences that
have be-en happening around them. Nothing is what it seems.
The people are not exactly the innocent victims th.at they
appear to be and neither is Oona. She cannoc help bu1
excavate the untruths in their souls, just as they are dn.wn to
uncover the mystery within her. Fogbeart is a novel about the
ways in which we brutalise and exploit each other, where
nothing is simple and motives are complex, laced with
emotional blackmail and, well, the baggage of relationships.
It is about love and hate and (particularly) those who feel
neither. h's about facing up to the truth without guilt. I liked
Fogbe,m..
I also liked Dark ~bt by Karen Hall, but the guilt is of
the plain old Catholic vuiety. A young Priest, Michael
Kinney, tries to exorcise a teenage boy, but fails. The
members of the Landry family have slowly been going mad
and, when not killing others, they have be-en killing
themselves. Only Jack Landry is left . Then the demon
returns to taunt both of them and they realise exactly what
they have in common: guilt. The demon says to the priest
·you are sworn ce.libate yet you are still drawn to attractive.
woman' and it s.iys to Landry 'you cannot depend upon
your own actions'. h's a.s if the author wrote this novel in an
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:.ntempt to come to terms with her own sense of doubt, her
own sense of guilt - her own sense of belief? Her priest
swe.r.rs .r.nd cun:cs and exchanges pithy one-liners {Hall has
been a script writer oo shows like M"A •s•H ) with his
girlfriend (with whom he also has sex) as he .r.ttempts to come
to terms with the dark debt that he has inherited. It's good
fun ;;md thought-provoking although the charactt"rs are rather
too clever for their own good .r.t times.
TIN Autor is a rather brittle story about one twin sister
coming to London to find her twin who has disap~ed. She
discovers that her sister has been working for the wrong sort
of people in the wrong sort of place: a sado-masochistic dub.

Shanann Lel'I 1tt
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Reviewed by John Newsinger
This is very much a rou1ine novel, blending an adv,mced
technology (the net and its accessories) with the intrigues and
skulduggery of a baroque pseudo-Renaissance Venice. The
powerful Sept houses (guilds of computer adepts) are
assembli ng in the city to formalise their complete takeover
and domination of lhe net with all the wealth and power it
will bring. The Sepu themselves arc divided, with some more
cnthusiutic than others, but the takeover looks certain to go
ahead, imposing order and hierarchy on the net while
trampling underloot freedom and individuality. One of their
tools in this endeavour is the Piela, the Venetian choirs
whose music both symbolises and helps consolidate discipline
and conformity.
But all is not 1S it seems. In Venetian society men and
women go masked, their motives :md loyalties uncertain .
Much is hidden, then are plou within plots. betrayals as well
as friendships and, as a sub-plot that unfortunately gets lost
along the way, there are almost incidentally aliens colonising
the net. All that can stop the Sept takeover is the agitation of
an unlikely group of dissidents, whose rebellion is inspired,
made possible, by a rival music to that of the Pieta: jazz. T his
is an interesting idea but, like the aliens on the net, it is not
developed.
D:1.vid G:1.vrilli, the estranged son of one of the richest
families in Italy, is living incognito in Venice, playing jazz
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Reviewed by Gary Dal.kin
Wookie books. Literally. Now that the Star Wars trilogy has
become to popular cinema what the Beatles are to pop music,
the screenplays have joined Faber & Faber's extensive range
of scripts classic and contemporary.
It's a little confusing but nowhere, ouuide or in, do these
volumes tell you exactly what they are. Many published

She slowly becomes embroiled 1n i1 :ill :ind begins to find out
ex.r.ctly who 7k Pastor is and the extent of his influence. h all
seemed 1 bit daft to me and overlong; it would h:ivc m1de 1
more effective short story.
The byline of TIN Cfuhce by Phil Rickm1n is 'A
Glastonbury Ghost Story', which sums it up quile ne.nly.
The plot is complicated, but basically involves a bunch of
new age travellers, the friction between the conservative
tenants of Glastonbury and the hippie immigrnus, the black
chalice [i.e. an inti-grail) and, of course, the Tor. Also the
young female lead is over-weigh1. Chirpy characters and lots
going on. Jolly.

piano and plotting the overthrow of the Sept houses. A
number of other individuals are pulled into his orbit, notably
Sem, his [rish lover and a singer with the Pit!ta, and Cecilie, a
young adept wit h the house of Sept-Fortune. They find
themselves swept along by the ramifications of a conspiracy
too big for them to pose any re1\ threat: their very lives are
in danger.
While Shariann lewitt's novel is very easy 10 rc1d, she
fails to involve the reader wi1h her characters and the
predicaments they find themselves in. It eventually becomes
de.r.r that what is at stake hu nothing to do with freedom ,
nothing to do with first contact, nothing to do with anything
of interest or importance. All we arc witnessing is the
circulation of elites with David finally coming into his
inheritance and Cccilie in the process of becoming head of
Sept-Fortune. The characters have not won the reader's
sympathy enough for it to matter. D.r.vid's character is a lost
cause, but Lewitt could have done more with Cccilie, in the
end, though, she loses out in comparison with, for example,
Aiah in Walter Jon Williams's Met ropolitan (1995), a far
superior novel that shows how this sort of thing should be
done.
One last point: the overthrow of the Sept conspiracy is
very poorly done without any real thought. David's lover,
Sean, is Irish and so obviously knows how to make bombs .
He blows up the Sept Board meeting - that's it.
This novel is .r.n undemanding read, but the flip side is
that it is also an unrewarding one. A disappointing,
somewha1 ersatz novel.

screenplays are actually transcriptions from the finished film,
including every last change and revision m.r.de while shooting
and editing, .r.nd omitting :my material from thr- writer's
script which has not made it to the final cut. Such books
.serve as a printed record of the finished film and so can be
used to study the film or to .settle arguments over who said
what to who. Don't buy these books if that 's ,;i,•hat you're
expecting, for what we appear 10 have here - it's not possible
to be absolutely certain - are the complete original scripts
from which the Star Wars trilogy wu sh01, albeit with the
camera and editing instructions removed for easier reading.
Change of scene headings have been retained, though not
scene numbers.
Star Wan: A New Hope (the books do not include episode
numbers or refer to a Special Edition) is the most imeresting,
because it is the most different from the finished film. h
would seem that the scripts for the second and third films
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were much more honed before filming began. A NMJ.J Hopt
contains several more scenes set on T a1ooine than appeared
either in the original release, or in the Special Edition. Luke
Skywalker is first met rather earlier than 1he released film,
watching the battle between Princess Leia's ship and the
Imperial Cruiser from out in the desert. There is also an early
scene in which Luke meets Biggs, and which would have
added emotional resonance to Bigg's death, at the expense of
slowing the beginning of the film down. Camie, the character
astonishingly, in retrospect, played by Koo Stark. also
appears. There are more minor differences later on, mainly in
terms of slightly different dialogue, or extra dialogue. There
are several piKcs of background detail which the budget
de.i.rly did not run 10, and while these have not been digitally
appended for the Special Edition, oddly several things, the
new reptilian banthas for example, which were not in the
screenplay, have.
The screenplays for Tht Empire Strikes &ck and Rel1'm of
1he Jedi are much tighter 1han 1hat for Star Wan, and on this
evidence underwent far fewer changes on 1heir way to
celluloid. Small sections of dialogue are a little different, and
therr are occasional extra lines.
As pan of Faber &:. Faber's ongoing range of published
screenplays, the books are stylishly presented large format
paperb;i.cks with good quality paper and artwork from the
original posters gracing the covers. There is a selection of
black and white st ills at appropriate points in the books.
Each volume also contains a small amount of supplementary
material. For A New Hope this consists of an article by
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Reviewed by Norman Beswick
Don't make the mistake I made with this book. I began
flipping casually through, only 10 grind to a halt pan-way
along. I re:ilised I had no idea what was going on. Niven tells
his story in time-honoured hud-sf fashion: he describes what
the main protagonist is aware of, but he doesn't explain. As a
result, only 1he alen reader will make the connections and
pick up the overtones. Niven expects - he even requires that you read ',l,•ith dose attention: your reward will be
understanding, the penalty for failure is bewilderment.
After that initial mistake, I never fully recovered
confidence. Jeremy Blocher leads a quiet life in the small
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Reviewed by Stanley Riiks
Plastering 'Volume One' on the cover is a sign that the
publishers think 1his is going to be a success. And it might
be. But it shouldn't be. Judging by the four stories in this
volume they must be holding back the good stories for future
editions.
The only original story, by Harlan Ellison, about :t
futuristic machine-like soldier brought back to 1he present in
a freak accident reads well, and is also the shon.est story. But
after the fony pages or so th,n Ellison takes up, it is downhill
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Stephen Zito about the background to the film; originally
published in American F,/m, April t9n, the piKe w.u
written even before lhe press screenings of the film and thus
offers a fascinating insight from the days when Star Wan was
considered a bizarre gamble headed for financi;i.l disaster.
The second book contains an interview with writer Leigh
Brackett from a 1976 edition of Films m Review. It is mainly
concerned with the films of Howard H:iwks and John Ford,
and, given its date, obviously contains no1hing about The
Empire Smites Back. Strangely no mention is made anywhere
of Bracken's alternate career as a pulp sf ',l,•riter. Nevertheless,
it offers an interesting look ;i.t her approach to her craft.
The final book features interviews with Carrie Fisher and
Richard Marquand, taken from the June and September
issues of Starb1mc. They are routine publicity circuit fodder,
though Fisher shows real personality and humour.
The first book is certain ly of interest to the serious fan,
providing considerable extra material which does give more
insight into the world building of the Star Wan universe.
The original script contains rather more about who the
Empire is organised by and the politics of the situation. The
scripts of the second and third films are so dose to the
finished anicles as to provide no fresh material, yet
sufficiently different to be an unreliable source for those
wanting to either relive the movies or check individual lines
of dialogue exactly. As such they are rather more difficult to
recommend, but doubtless many fans will feel all three are
essential purchases.

community of Spiral Town, but gets into a fight which ends
i.n the death of a labourrr from one of the powerful caravans.
He is forced to flee, following the long road initially carved
ou1 by the lander 'Cavorite' 250 years earlier. Along the way
he meets a variety of people and communities, some more
baffling than others: who, for heaven's sake, are the Proles?
h's not immediately obvious and you get minimum dues.
Several times I came to a halt, forced to go back and re-read
key passages, and whereas 1his challenge can be pleasureable
in mher nuvt'l~, somehow in th!! case of Datiny'1 Road the
pleasure leaked away and my t;i.sk turned into a chore.
I am perfectly prepued to admit that the fault could well
be mine, but I have to report as I found and I did nm enjoy
the experience.

all the way. The other three stories have trouble bridging the
g;i.p between the sixties plots, taken directly from the o riginal
scripts, and the modern audience - it is a confusing and
frustrating experience.
It is hard to blame the writers entirely for these poor
effon.s - much blame must also lie with the editors or
whoever thought up the concept of ripping off old
programmes and collecting the stories in an anthology. Sadly
this shows again that we must fight off the instinct to buy a
book based on a favourite programme.
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Reviewed by Andre11,: M. Butler
Willi.1m Burroughs pondered once, rhctoricaJly, in a review:
"'To be stuck permanently in this body until I died - how
would that fee.Ir Ho""' many times have I asked that?'
Indeed, it is a fascinating query: is identity bound up with the
body provided for you by your genetics? Whai would it feel
lik~ 10 be someone else (itself a key mo tivation in reading
fiction), to occupy another's body? What would it be like 10
share a body with someone else, or 10 have someone else
occupy yours? Herc we have two novels, as fa r as I can tell
bo th second novels, which pose and go some way to answer
such considerat io ns.
Er_ic S. Nylund shoVvS us a corporate assassin, Germain,
who 1s able to take over the personali1ies, o r perhaps the
souls, of his victims. These include his magical mentor a
female warrior, a gambler and a psychologist. The perso~ac
seem 10 have been abso rbed by means of magic - there is
vague u.lk of mnemonics and the ~ven Scrolls of Telepathic
Con~tru~ion - despite the apparent sfnal tnppings of a
mulunauonal, ga.laxy-spanning future. And 0010 1his
intriguing character, Nylund straps another bloody Grail
quest. You 'd have thought Tim Powers had cornered the
market in novels which invo lve card games and the Fisher
King, with some subcontracting out to Jeter and Blaylock,
~ut you'd be misu.ke.n. Germain somehow bluffs his way
into a top secret briefing, where 1hin.ttn lan er-day knights
arc offered the chance to sre.k the Grail. If they find it in less
1han a year, untold wealth may be theirs, if t hey fail, t heir
souls arc forfeit.
So Germain seu out, with a down-on-her-luck pi\01 he
picks up at a casino, and buys a spaceship which had been
fou~d abandoned in orbit thirty-four years before. This
~cmmded me somewhat of early episodes of Blake's 7, and
indeed, before long, the spaceship is revealed to have hidden
talents - and 1rcacheries. Bui the scenes involving the
spaceship arc rhe best in the book, wi1h real gosh-wow how•
do-they-get-out-of-that set-pieces. When they reach the planet
where Germain thi nks the Gn.il is hidden, the novel
co_lla~ into_ fairy tale, with a cursed roy.a.1 family (complete
wuh King Eho1, who fishes, natch) and the hand-in-marriagebut-with-a-catch o f a beautiful princess. And then it's back 10
Earth for 1he finJ.I showdo'9.•n, the unmasking of the traitor(s)
and the ha.ppily-evcr .1.fters.
The various a.bsorbed personae arc used somewhat
arbitrarily, as if they work shifts. When Germain needs 10
gam~lc, the gambler takes over, '9.'hcn he needs 10 figh1, the
warrio r takes over. and when he nttd.s to deal with women,
er, a female takes over. We h.ivc here the .1.rchetypally
Reso~rceful Hero, but with a split pcrsonaliry. Nylund
provides a past for his chan.ctcrs (if not quite a link to the
present} and deals skillfully with the necessary flashback
infodumps. A more ambitious writer migh1 make us wonder
more if this is all true or a psychosis brought on by a
traumatic childhood. The elements arc all there. Alas.
tho~gh, Nylund has taken the easy route wit h the off-the-peg
Grail-quest plot, and never gets to grips with 1he horror that

could arise from his scenuio: who 1s in charge? Who am J
when someone else is me?
T~e horror comes closer in Tricia Sullivan's cyberpunk
working of the pe~na~ trope. Whit is immediately strikmg
abou~ h_e r novel IS 11$ ~tern European setting. The
mulunat1onal - even 1unsn.itional - n;i,rnrc of cyberpunk .i.11
too often only means Sou1h Central LA, a linle later than
now, or s«"ond-hand glimpses o f Japa.n: the P.1.cific Rim is
where the future is at. Bui 1he fringes of Europe and the Old
Wo rld nill offer thC' sf writer a fresh setting - witness
Womack in post-Glasnost Russi,1 {Ur 's Put UN Future &hmd
Us) or Sterling playing with the interrail generation's Grand
Tour (Holy Fire). C roatia provides a suitably fresh and
baroque sett ing for the opening of Someone to Watch Ove-r
Mc. Alas, before long the selling sh ifts back to New York
apan.ments, and a more fa.miliar future.
Adrien Reyes is a trans, a channel for someone known
o nly as C to view the world through. In Russia a mission to
obtain some new technology called I is botched when Adrien
is am bushed. Adrien has had enough: he escapes, bleeding, to
Zagreb, where he mttts a musician n:amed Sabin.i. This is not
~ood news fo r Sabina, for whilst Adrien is off having the
implant removed, C lures Sabina 10 America for its own
ends. Adrien is left trying lo con1 rol his own identity once
more, to _penc~rare the true identity of C, 10 protect Sabina
(and her ,denury) and to survive the machinations of those
SC1.rching for I.
Despite a few loose ends, the ideas arc hand1ed splendidly.
The horror of having someone else in control of one's
actions comes across. and the shift m foe.al characters means
that often the reader knows more 1han the chancter in
da.ng~r does, heightening both a sense of danger and of
multiple personae. The handful of violent scenes do tu rn the
st_o mach, as they should, but arc never gn.tuitous (.although I
d,~ wonder about the precise mechanics of singeing scrotum
ha_i~ when t~e possessor of said body pan. is hanging from the
cc1lmg by his foot, and then decided I didn't need to know).
So there is life in the o ld cyberpunk beast after all: though
1hc nc~essary brush strokes to invoke computer technology,
street life and Japanese culture seem to get lighter with every
yc;ir._We've sort of seen it already, but a decent plot will
convince us to sit 1ho ugh it all again. To 1ake a wider view of
sf, what is fascinating is 1ha1 two such generically diverse sf
novels (grail quest and cyberpunk) can both use the concept
of different identities running a body. (Perhaps it says
something about the nature o f cyberpunk as fantasy rather
1h1.~ hard sQ . Nylund provides more narntive thrills,
Sullivan more mct.iphysics. Neither of rhese cnten.aining
novels arc destinC'd to be classics, but they're more than just
candy.

l err~ Pratchett
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Rev1ewC'd by Kathy Taylor
:"ell,_ i1's a Terry Pratche11. That's all you need 10 know,
1s n \ it? What do you mean you want 10 know more?
Oh all right, it's a juvenile, which means it has chapters unli ke the 'grown-ups' books. I think we're supposed 10 just
Stop at a conven ient po int when we are reading a 'grown-ups'
Pratchett, generally I just read them until interrupted. Being
for 'young people', this book has 'young people' as its main
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prou.go nists. I wouldn 't advise you call Bigmac that though,
~en if he is just a pretend skinhetd; the book is about him
and Johnny Maxwell, ,;i,•ho ,;i,·orries too much. It 's about
K1rtty, who's angry too much and into Saving the Planet
most ~enings, about Yo-less, who was born ,;i,•ith defective
cool, and about Wobbler, who wants to be a nerd but isn't
good enough. The cha.ractcrs are sketched quickly a.nd .ire
c.asi\y recognisable. It would be an unusual 'young person'
who could not identify with any of them, who did not know

Tbe DtsC'U·orld
Compamon

·1crn Pratchett &
Stephen Briggs
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Rrviewed by Jon Wallace
OK, so what do ,;i,,an1 to know about Star Trek {up to 1994,
not counting 1hings without the Enterprise in them)?
Actually, I may be a bit optimis1ic in asking 1hat question. If
you're a T rek fan , then you'll probably know the stuff in
this slim volume; i( not, then you won 't rea.lly care. So where
d0ts that lea.ve us? 178 pages of rambl ing, anecdotal text and
20 pages of episode listings. Both sections cover a \01 of
ground that you'll find in other books and, ahhough I found
the episode listings interes1ing (especially the An imated series
listmg which cleared up a long~s1anding family argument
about Tribbles...), I'm sure that was because I don't alre.1dy
own .anything with these listings in it. The text was a bi1 of a
dluppointmen1, with very little inform;uion in it 1hat could
be said to be new.
On 1he other hand, 7k Di5CWOrld Comp.2mon is a re.illy

Robert Ra.nkin

Nostradttmus Ate My Ham~ter
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Reviewed by Chris Amies
Robert Rankin makes it up as he goes along. Well, most
writers do really, but Rankin admits it. Pan of the fun of his
books lS the chaos and wondering if you really have go1 lost
or if it's his fault inste.d. Nostradamu1 Ate My Hamster is the
story of a bloke working in a prop house who becomes
fasci nated by a story based on the original Brentford Triangle
books, and tries to tr.tck down the parallel world that
Pooley, O mally and chums seem to have inhabited. Some
vestige must remain of the Flying Swan, mustn't it?
Unfortu nately things get a little out of hand due to Russell's
fo ndness for the blonde barmaid in the first pub he walks
into, and 1he things that he discovers behind that pub.
While the main story is unfolding there are side stories
that arc intended to illuminate the main Story somehow,
unless Rankin just put them there for jolly, They have one of
Rankin's usuaJ recurring phrases: in this case the 'Help me...
help me... ' line from the end of TIN Fly. Not only that, he
several times pulls the old 'it ,;i,"as aJI a dream' line, -which
defla.tes tension even if the author .idmits he's done it. h's
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someone like them.
I won't re,real 1he plot, save tha1 it in\·olves time travel
and a bomb. The p~xcs of 1ime travd are , ·ell handled
but 1here are no blinding new science fiction ideas. Although
at times I raced through the pages to find out what h;ippcru
next it isn't really the plot that matters either. h's the people
and what they learn, o r fail to lea.rn from events. Oh yes, and
it's funny. Well I said that, didn 't I? It's a Terry Pratchett .

useful book. Can'! remember who Colonel MoULardc was?
O r just what happened 10 Murune? Look in here! An A-Z of
1he Disc, coveri ng all the books up to Hog/at~r and
including the short stories 'Troll Bridge' md 'The.i1re of
Cruelty' and the Ducu:crld Map~- What can I say? ThlS lS ;an
mcredibly comprehensive volume covering (as far as I can
make out) everything and rveryone on the Disc. Not only
that, bu1 the ent ries are presented with little letters at the end
telling which book 1hey came from, and are written each
with their own linle bit of humour that makes 1his a delight
to read on its own. If I was going to quibble (I'm a reviewer,
it's what I do) then I would point om 1hat any lis1ing book
like this should be arranged so that when you open it to look
for something, cross-references suck you in and you spend
the rest of the night following such a tortuous path that not
only do you not get any sleep, but you forget what you were
look ing up in the first place. This d0tsn't do that . Maybe
that's a blessing.
Let's recap: two books, the expensive one is slimmer, less
useful and possibly superfluous, the che.per one lS full to
bursting with everything that you might want 10 know and
is funny with it . Oh , and I had to steal it off my son's bedside
cabine1 to review it .

like those horror films where a horrific event turns out to
have been an hallucination, so the audience stans relating to
the film in a different way en1irely. The director/au1hor has
come out from behind the curtain and made it quite clear
that this is all a game th.it he is playing with the readers, and
that he can shift reality about like props. This author is 1n
the story right from the beginning: ' Pooley a.nd OmaJly were
not urban myths. The Flying Swan was not m urban myth.
An alllhor ailed Rankin wrote all about 1hem'. In the
opening Flying-Swan chapter, the one-man-band who arrives
to perform in the pub on Christmas Eve lS not a fictional
character: Jo hnny G was quite well-known o n the West
London pub circuit in the I980s, and as far as I know is still
around.
Whal about Spro111 Mask Replica? It starts with a series of
tall 1ales purporting to be the Story of Rankin 's ancestors,
including the owner o f the Sporran from Hell and the man
who ate a motorbike. Rankin seems to be more popular in
Ireland than in England, and his brand 0 £ public-b.ir
mythologising and telling of 1all 1ales is certainly very much
an Irish thing and may account for this. JOC' Haldeman
suggested in a recent Locus interview that actual writing,
piling on incident and amusing you~ lf with diaJogue, is
easy; it's telling a story, shaping the whole into a coherent
structure when we know that life doesn't do coherent
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structures, that's a bitch.
There is also plenty of poetry, if you can call it that,
recalling the days when Rankin used to run 'Poems and
Pints' at the Brentford Watermans Arts Centre. Much of it
was real doggerel, including his.
Sprout Mask Replica is ostensibly the story of someone
who creates chaotic events: the butterfly flapping its wings in
the Amazon that creates a hurricane in China, that lad. Then

Melanie Ra" n,
Jennifer Roberson &
Kate Elliott

The Golden Key : i
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Reviewed by Sue Thomason
This tripartite story (not quite a trilogy, though I suspect one
author per section) follows the fortunes of the Grijalva
family in the quasi-Spanish kingdom of Tira Vene. Through
many generations their artistic talent seems to breed true and
they rise from obscurity to become respected and wealthy
painters, though never quite able to throw off the ugly
rumours of 'bad blood in the family' after an incident
involving the capture and rape of two Grijalva women by the
Tza'ab (quasi-Arabic bad guys). Painters arc particularly
important people in Tir:i. Verte because important documents
- wills, treaties, marriages, statements of ownership - are
recorded as paintings rather than written statements. Thus
the Lord Limner, the official court painter, must be an artist
of surpassing skill - and considerable integrity, as he will
have many opportunities ro influence policy and opinion
through his depiction of events.
For the Grijalvas have a secret, more closely guarded than
their Tza'ab connections and their bizarre marriage customs
(designed to confirm talent and keep it in the family): they
are not only gifted, but Gifted. They have the magical ability
to change the world through their paintings. What they paint
in a certain way, using their own body fluids and
incorporating the runes of 'lingua oscurra', becomes reality.

Lucius Shepard

Barnacle Bzll tbe Spacer and
Other Stones
Ouo11 /99~ !9:!ff Lfo 99

Reviewed by Paul Kincaid
There was a time when Lucius Shepard was ubiquitous. For a
while, back there in the late 80s, no magazine or anthology
was complete without something, usually a long something,
from Shepard. And they were good stories, dammit. Shepard
seemed to have mastered the difficult balancing act of being
prolific without any loss of quality. Then ... Well, what?
This latest collection of stories contains one piece from
1996, 'Human History' which is fully up to the standard of
his earlier work. Other than that, however, none of these
seven stories appeared more recently that 1992. With the
exception of one novelette, therefore, this book could have
been published five years ago.
Several times in these rather violent stories Shepard's
characters exact bloody revenge upon the vi!lain; twice, in
'Human History' and 'The Sun Spider', this revenge is

there's a vicious archetypal biker chick called Litany, to
balance out the super-dense proto-hippy called Colon who
appeared earlier, the six weird gods, out-of-place items Qike
the 1966 car trawled from a lake with a 1996 computer on its
back seat}, stuff like that, and 'Trout Mask Replica' and the
rest of the Don Van Vliet bit. Weird Shit generally. That's
what.

The tripartite story is centred around the lives of two
Grijalva cousins, Sario and Saavedra: their love, their bitter
rivalry, and how both of them cheat death through different
applications of the Gift . It's a baroque romance, a complex
study of character and motivation that benefits from the very
restricted use made of magic - a magic which frequently
creates more problems than it solves.
My two main criticisms of the book boil down to lack of
depth in specific areas. It's not that the book compares badly
with others of its genre, but that its more deeply realised
sections show up the areas which have not had such time and
care spent on them. Firstly the bad guys, the Tza'ab, are
dearly based on Muslim fundamentalists, but although this is
an appropriate choice of 'enemy' culture for a milieu based
on pre-technological Spain, the characterisation is
unthinking. (I wonder if the nasty Mad Mullahs are taking
over from the Reds under the Bed, the inscrutable Orientals,
or Napoleon as automatic hate-objects for People Like Us? I
don't like negative stereotyping sneaking up on me like this.)
Secondly, although Tira Verte becomes larger over the
generations by annexing surrounding territories, and
although there is evidence of political development towards
the end of the book (where an absolute monarchy is replaced
by a parliamentary democracy), there is no social or
technological development. We get about 400 years of the
Baroque, which feels a bit much.
However, neither of these things prevented me from
thoroughly enjoying the book as an absorbing read, an
unabashedly escapist magical romantic fantasy.

carried out by female characters, and they are far more
violent than any male. There is often a painful rite of passage
in which characters have to accept and go through agony to
reach what passes for a state of grace in a Shepard story, as
the has-been boxer in 'Beast of the Heartland' and the
smuggler in 'All the Perfumes of Araby' both discover, and,
typically, it is a woman who is both the trigger for the pain
and the redemption at its end. Men are, of course, fickle; but
so are women, as we see in 'A Little Night Music', 'Human
History', 'The Sun Spider' and 'All the Perfumes of Araby',
yet this discovery always seems to come as a surprise to the
men. The men are often intelligent, as are, for instance, the
philosophising policeman in 'Barnacle Bill the Spacer' and
the music critic in 'A Little Night Music', yet this cleverness
never really extends to understanding women who are
disturbing, sexually alluring, bright and forever mysterious
These stories, then, are reports from the sex war - or would
be, if these sexual battles were more conscious, more upfront. As it is, they are just part of the background, the way
things happen to be. an unpremeditated backdrop to the
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violence, the revenge, 1he lerror which is cen1re stage in
every s1ory.
Shepard's stories tend to inhabit a hinterbnd som-•here
between science fiction, fantasy and horror. In 'A Liule
Night Music' 9,•e have a future in which the dead are
resurrected; .1 music crit ic reports on a jazz concen by a
group of former corpses while brooding on the infidelity of
his lover, and gradu:1.1\y the music has a catastrophic effect
upon him as it will eventually have on all the living. The two
would-be hit-men in 'Spans in America ' find themselves
caught in an infinite regress of betray:1.ls. Revenge often seems
the most basic motivation in Shepard's work, as in 'The Sun
Spider' for instance in which a very science fictional idea
about the discovery of life on the Sun is almost incidental to
a tale of professional and sexual jealousy, murder and
revenge, with the revenge p.utly encompassed in a curious
little fantasy story as insidious in its way as 1he zombie music
of 'A Little Night Music'. Revenge becomes the key 10
' Human History' also, a complex and richly detailed story
that should almost have bttn a.1lowed 10 grow into a novel. h
is set some time after the fall. in a remote settlement on the
edge of .1 strange wilderness where only outlaws and death

Brian Stableford

Clmnaa 's Cradle
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Reviewed by Steve Palmer
In this third and fina.1 instalment of the planetery romance of
the Genesys, Brian S1a.bleford concludes one of the more
eccentric ideas of Nineties sf, name!}' the science fiction novel
that looks and feels almost exactly like a fantasy. ln the first
novel, &rpentJ Blood, we met the main characters,
experienced a very strange world of decaying objecu,
pl:mt/animal genetic mixtures, and folk questing for this,
that, and the other. It was nicely done; perhaps a bit
overlong, but not so much as, say, a Stephen Donaldson
novel. In the second instalment, Salamander's Fire, we
discovered that not even an author as good as Brian
Stableford can beat the mid-trilogy blues. Now, in Chimera J
Cradle, we reach the end of the series at the C himera's Cradle
of the title, mentally bruised from this elegantly tonured
journey of 560,000 words (kindly mentioned by 1he author
in his last-page note).
Many, though not all, of these 560,000 words are
remarkably good ones, usua.1ly, though not always, in a
remarkably good o rder. Brian Stableford has elsewhere
mentioned his feeling thou 'purple prose' is all right in the
right place, if not done to excess, and in this novel there are
many examples, as with:
Somehow, he lost contact ,..,ith his hcanbcat. It was
as if its aweso111e regularity had had the same
ultimate effect as his prison's uniformity, allowing it
to fade out of consciousness.
And you have to admi re an author who can use the terms
Gauntlets of Gladness, Serpent, Manticore, Chimera, Pool of
Life, Great Rttf, and Spangled Desen - a.11 in Captial Utters,
notice - and not trip over his meuphoricaJ tongue like the
writen of so mmy other awful fantasy trilogies. He can even
•~,.rite fight scenes th.at feel like real fight·s. This novel's
advantage, inde«I that of the whole ~ t. is that the reader
knows the author is a biotechnological whizz. who doubtless
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roam. But the wilderness also houses a secret about the true
nature of the world, and the discovery of that secret hen.Ids a
battle for revenge.
Not all the stories work as well as they might. 'Beast of
t he Heartland', about an oveNhe-hill boxer whose fights are
driven by fantastic visions, somehow fails 10 convince the
reader about the nalUre of the demons or the re;i.lity of
boxing. Nevenheless, these are in the main good stories by a
good writer, though only the title story, 'Barnacle Bill the
Spacer', reall y achieves the vintage of Shepard at his very
best. Barnacle Bill is the derisive nickname for a simpleminded character aboard a space station who inadvenend y
becomes the focus of a vicious struggle for power by polil ical
extremists. At the same time his observat ions of 1he
behaviour of strange space-dwelling limpet-like cre.itures
could hold the key to mankind's future. Here a compelling,
action-packed plot is put .it the st:rvice of a complex, fullyrealised vision of personal relationships and politics within
1he enclosed world of a space station. h is a dramatic
illustration o f why Shepard's relative silence over recent
years has been a serious loss to science fiction.

has sound principles ready behind every Serpent, C himera,
and all the rest o f them. The dressi ng up of the sf novel into
the fantas y novel is done with skill and ingenuity, even if
occasiona1ly it suffers from 1ha1 bane of fantasy novels: being
100 long.
To say thit this novel lacks the brilli;i.nce of such as 7bt
Empi" of F~ar is 10 miss the point. This, and the other two
books are highly enjoyable romps infu~ with the author's
decadent imagination, his experience as a storyteller, and his
joy in inventing strange biological entit ies. Recommended,
then, although fo r obvious reasons read &rpntt's Blood first·
unless, that is, you have a phobia about things growing out
of bodies that shouldn't be growing out of bodies ...

Fuwl D1t1g11om
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Reviewed by Jon Wa1lace
James White has been writing Sector Genera.I stories for as
long as I can remember (in £act a quick check of 1he
copyright date on Hoqmal Station, the fim, reveals it to have
been published in 1962). Over the years tbe series has
evolved, the naive young hero Conway has become a
Diagnostician, the beautiful Murch ison (has she a first name?}
has become Pathologist Murchison, the other sundry
characters are... well they' re more or less the same motley
collection of aliens with alien names and classifications.
The Sector General stories are set on and around the
eponymous hospital in space, built and staffed by a broad
~ lection of races. h s main functio n is to special ise in multispecies medicine, but its unwritten role is to promote multi•
cuhun.l understanding. White's stories are among the first to
deal with medicine in quite thlS way. He has develo~ an
elaborate four letter classifica1ion system to describe 1he
different environmenta1 and racial characteristics that are to
be found in his teeming galaxy. The tension in the stories
come from 1he medicaJ puzzles found in them, from the
reactions of 1he main characters to t h~ puzzles and from
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the w:ay th:at differem races use their strengths and
weaknesses to act together to solve the problems that they
encoumer.
Fmal Diagnom is built along exactly these same lines,
with one diffennce. Throughout the book, the main
viewpoint is that of Hewlin, a DBDG e:anh human who is a
new, somev.1 hat xenophobic, pa1ient in 1he hospiu.1. We
follow Hewlitt on a personal voyage of discovery as he is
exposed to the various oud:mdish races which compose the
suff and paiients of Sector General. All of which is window
dressing for the real point of this novel; the mystery behind
Hewlitt 's illnesses which arc gradually destroying his
personal life while never actually endangering his physical
life. Like all mystery writers, White has made sure that all
the clues are there somewhere. Without cheating! A feat
unm:11ched by some mainstream mysteries 1 have read. My
one quibble is that those familiar with the other books will
probably leap to the conclusion quicker than those to whom
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Reviewed by Cherith Baldry

Allamanda is another novel by 1he author of A ready, and in
some sense is .li sequel 10 it , ahhough it can stand alone. It
takes place in the same world, possibly a far future version of
our own. where a sense of desolation and decay arists from ;i,
long drawn-om war, and where the land itself can be
swallowed by the mysterious and destructive- Absences.
Like Arcady, Allamanda is ;11 house, home of 1he Haidtt
f.tmily who are related to the Hawkens of A ready, and
hostile to 1hem. A1 the beginning of 1he novel the remaining
Hawkens are forced to abandon Arcady, which has fallen
prey to the Absences, and sttk sheher in Allamanda.
Although many characters from 1hc first book reappear, the
focus this time is on the younger generation. The central
figure is Garrick Hawken, forced into leadership ahhough he
is too young and inexperienced. At Allamanda, he plays at a
love affair with his cousin Flora, which leads to her
disappearance into an Absence. Garrick's quest to rescue her
becomes also a quest to find himself.
A parallel str.md of the plot is the attempt of Solomon
Hawken to print the New Text - 1he version of his world's
Holy Scrip1ure which he brought out of the Absence in the
earlier novel. In this world, the-Text is the poetry of William
Bia.kc, and the detail of the printing follows Blake's own
praetices. A1 the climax of 1he novel, the prin1ing of 1hc New
Text becomes linked with the escape of Garrick and Flora
from 1he Absence, the death of Solomon, and the
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Reviewed by David Langford
After Niglmide the long Sun, Lake of the long Sun (both
reviewed in Vector 177) and Ca/di of the long S,m (VJ8J),

Exodus completes Gene Wolfe's new tetra.logy. It will
come as no surprise to his fans that the final volume of
n,e Book of the long Sun dears up several difficulties, only
to add fresh ones ...

Sector General is new.
But what is it like as J. book? That's a more difficult
question . As someone whose c-arly sf reading was l.i.rgely
based on the Sector Gener.lil stories in Nno Writings m SF it is
difficult to sl;11te this book, bu1 if I'm honest, this is a pot•
boiler. h reads a Iiulc like it 100 was written in 1962;
Murchison still takes deep breaths that ·exp.ind the
spectacular chest inside her tight, white coveralls' and remind
people (DBDG of couf'SC') that they ;11re still healthy males.
Times have ch;11nged, tr.rnslators that ha.ve trouble with
translating
idiom
properly
and
the
son
of
anthropomorphising that makes 1he most alien-shaped of
races into people with different shapes, have had their time.
So if you read this book as the latest instalment of a classic
series that has been in the making since 1962, or if you can
tell a DBDG from a PVSJ in the dark then you'll be alright,
and you'll thoroughly enjoy it. Just don't expect leading edge
stuff here.

regeneration of Arcady itself.
The world of this novel is as rich and strange as the
previous one. The war, though less central here, still
continues, along with connicu between religious s«U,
families and individw..ls. The land is arid where the enigmatic
.ind 1errifying Absences have passed, while in 1he Borders
reali1y is fluid, mythical creatures appear, nothing can be
trusted. What is most compelling about this book is the
desc.rip1ion of the lands within the Absence, and its effects on
those who enter it. Williams creates a powerful sense of a
malignant presence, beautiful enough 10 attract, but
ultimately destructive.
I found i1 easier to get in10 this book, having re;i,d
Arcady, though there's nothing here that couldn't be
understood by a new reader. However, it's not an easy read:
there is too much detail, in the description of the world itself,
in the family and historical background which is so
impon::mt for events in the present, and in the varied aspects
of religion and philosophy which are essential to understand
the characters' feelings and motivations. The language too is
dense, based on the language of Blake which is at the root of
the book.
However, I wouldn't want to put anyone off. Though the
book is difficult, it repays the effon magnificently. I felt
deeply involved in its world, c-ven though, as with A ready, I
feel that there's much more to be picked up from a second
reading. And though the book's conclusion is stunningly
satisfying, there are enough questions to suggest that Michael
Williams might be planning a third volume. I hope so.

New readers are strongly advised to tackle the books in
sequence, now that it's possible to read them through as
o ne long novel. The complexity o f what has gone before
makes it difficult to follow Exodus without recem and
unfaded memories of the past books' action, necessary to
map the maze.
Here's a situation repon, inevitably containing mild
'spoilers': the starcrosser colo ny-vessel known as the
whorl or W'horl was sent out from the old Earth of 71ie
Book of the Nrw Sun by that megalomaniac past auurch
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T yphon - a digital cop}' of whose personality is, or was,
Pas, chief god in the ship's synthetic Hea,·en c.Jled
Mainframe. Wi1hin, the whorl is a vast ho llow cylinder lit
by its axial Lo ng Sun, 2rguably a tu~ of fusing plasma.
Outside, as could ~ inferred from a 0eeting glimpse of
brilliant sun-dazzle 1hrough a viewport in Lake, the
starcrosser has actuall y reached its destination system and
has almost certain ly been orbiting there for some time.
The colonists o r 'Cargo' are ignorant of this, owing to
centuries of technological decline made worse by their
own vandalizing of computers and lander craft for the
microelectronic 'cards' now used as coinage. In Viron, one
of many internal cities, the series hero Patera {Father) Si lk
has set out like a holy fool to save his threatened mamcio n
or te.mple-cum-school. The repercussions of his effons
lead to palitic:al uphe:aval and the waking - :md active
interference - of several lo ng-quiescent 'gods' from
Mainframe's electronic p:mtheon .
Behind all the~ patent but false deities lies the
Outsider who first 'enligh1ened' Silk and who is here
identified as the god of gods, creator o f Pas himself. Links
with Christ and Allah are hinted in the text, although the
title 'creator of Pas' woul d also fit Gene Wolfe ... and,
more seriously, the twin male/female nature o f the
Ouuider's perceived voice suggests a resonance with some
:aspect of the former tetralogy's Severian/Thecla. This
fascinating question has been put 10 cagy Wolfe himself.
Q: ' Is the Outsider a form of Severian?' A: 'No. Severian
is a form of the Outsider.' Since Exod,u appeared, Wolfe
has stared explicitly lhar 'The Outsider is a spiritu:al
God' ... lhe real thing.
Exodm continues the established multi-sided struggle,
with new ingredients added 10 the pot and intelligently
stirred. These include the arrival of an army from Silk's
dubious allies in the matriarch-ruled city Trivig:mnre;
various regroupings, misunderstandings, betrayals and
deaths (including o ne shocking sacrifice); the apparent but
debatable electronic resurrection of Pas himself; and
emissaries from Mainframe - the Flyers who for so long
have watched the action from o n high - warning that Pas
is prepared to visit 1hc equivalent of Egypt 's plagues on
the Cargo to force them into selling out for his promised
land.
As well as copious action - it's almost cheeky, the way
Wolfe ends scene :after scene after scene with the sudden
en.ck o f a needler o r boom of a slug-gun - the book
co ntains much reasonable talk. Si lk continues to ~ an
engaging hero and a plausibly good man, still slightly
naive and strongly self-doubting, but bringing genuine
intelligence and originality to the problems of making war
and making peace. Many other characters are instantl y
distinguishable by manner of speech, sometimes
m:addeningly so: the hesitant Paten. Remon.'s urns and abs
and incomplete sentences take a ce:rt:ain amount of getting
used to, as docs ~If-important Patera locus's habit of
stmsing virtua.lly n,ny other word. Other effective
leitmotifs include 'foreign' choices of word and word•
order, varying densities of thieves' cant (authentic and
historical), ejaculated semence fragment·s bedecked with
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exclamation marks, highly constricted vocabulary, st ilted
fo rmality, and one severe speech defect.
The n:arr.ttivc progresses via many rapid scenic cuts,
o ften losing track of Silk altogether in the doings of a large
:and active c2Sl, o ften halting at a cliff-hanger, and very
o ften skipping dean over some expected payoff, set-piece
o r fragment of continuity - subsequent dialogue fills us in,
perhaps not always rel iably, on what happened in these
tantalizing gaps. How many o ther writers would lead up
to and then calml y om it a double wedding of four major
characters? We are as bafned as the Trivigaunti when Silk
appears to be sabotaging their famous airship (currently
taking him where he doesn' t wish to go), shutting down
its engines o ne by one as if by magic. His later, modest
explanation of what be did while briefly offstage proves to
contain an error pointed o ut still later by someone else.
Any simple ded:arative statement in a Wolfe novel may
si milarly require suspicious examination. Even tbe
ro utine-seeming ca.st lists - first printed at the front of
Lake - are far from static, containing informatio n and
confirmations not to be found elsewhere.
This, though, could make a li vely story sound solemn
(which it isn't) rather than serious (which it is). Despite its
darkness Exodus also features capers, pratfalls, wit, and
so me outright jo kes - including what I'm sure are in-jokes
aimed at Wolfe's own publishers and a particular unloved
US critic.
Where does it all end? The physica.l home of
Mainframe at one end of the cylinder-:axis is finally
attained. There is a vision of space outside the whorl, .sttn
with a fresh :and piercing clarity that makes familiar sf
trappings strange again. Silk saves his manteion, though
not in the sense he'd origin:ally expected, and slips
elusively sideways into the mists of history and legend.
Many do indeed reach the promised land - o nly there are
two worlds out there, Green and Blue, and one is already
inhabited by ' inhumi' (multipl e meanings beckon) who
can flit between planets. This 'explains' an important ,
benevolent-seeming yet surely v:impiric char:icter who h:is
been a troubling enigma througho ut the sequence ... but
the significa.nce of his l2S1 living action remains uncertain.
Exodus closes with a subtly disconcerting perspecriveshift, adding a new layer of slipperiness to a long narrat ive
which still holds a residue of mystery. {For careful re:aders,
this shift has ~en amply signalled e:arl ier in the book;
others who suspected Wolfe of a mere mo mentary
carelessness m:ay now kick themselves.) Looking back, I
remember how the finale o f The Citadel of lhe A111ard1
seemed unsatisfactory o n first reading, and how deeper
and more haunting resonances emerged from further
study of the whole Book of the N~ Sun. Perhaps The Book
of the Long S1111 is :an achievement of lesser scale; but it too
demands 10 ~ read again.
Meanwhile, just as the fim series acquired that pendant
volume TM Urth of l« N~ S,m, Wolfe is now working
on a new series set in that promi~d land with the overal l
title The Book of the Short Sun. Rumo ured titles: On Bb,e's
Waten, In Gr«n's J11ngld and Under the l ong S,m ...
suggest an eventual return to the Who rl. Stay tuned.
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S.u-1. h Ash - So"gspi"ntn
Orio", 1997, J2'fpp, L'f.99
Rcvit,·ing S1.nh Ash 's s«ond no•·d in V l 9I,
Lynnt Bispham 1.ppl1.udtd the 'comple•
dc-p1a1on of ch1r.1cttr 21\d the 1.bil11y of tht
1.u1hor 10 rHOl,·c .di the nnolll nnnds of the
pl0t... ,..,1hou1 die ,;onclu11on of the novd
1.ppc-~nngcomri,·ed·.
Grqory &nford - M11tttr's End
ViJt11,1997, 194pA collection of 21 sioncs spanning
rd's
c.1rccr, ind11dingh1s very first story.
J.ln'
(1965), which Barbara Davies rep
d, in
V l 89, conuin, much 'to enioy and ,r :>0ggle
the mind'.

~u,

Corr.an - D,,rlt.ftll
Orio", J9'7,J16pp, LS'.99
A self<0numed story set m the ""orld of M1.ry
Corr.in's cirlier /m~.1/ L,ghr. 11 ""u
dcscnbed by Lynne Bisph1.m u ' a no,~J thn
ne•·er re.Jly adds up to the sum of m p2ru...
Pou1bly tht book lli n0t u self<0nta.,ntd u 1t
1. ppnn' -Vl ':11.
M.11 1')'

Ted Edwards- X-Filn Co,rfidtntial
W11rntr Boolt.s, 1997, 100pp, £4.99
Episode Guide to Series One of 77N X·Fd~
w1th can Im, synopsis, commcnury by c.m
1.ndcrew, •ndan 'Encyclope<fo' of the vinous
char.ictcn"'•hocropp,e<l11pdurlngthesnit$,
Di1.na Gabaldo n - Dnmu of ,'\i,fum,r W
Amxt•,1997,ll85pp,U.99
The follow-up 10 her highly succ:cssful
Voy.g,-r, this is m01her ,·ut h,stonC3.I rom;mcc
,..ith a ume tuvel ,..,ist. In th11 ease 11 ,s set
m1.,nly m South Cuo l,111. on the e>·e of the
AmcrinnWarofln~ndcnct
James H er bal - '-18
H11rpnCollim, 1997, JJ1pp, £5.99
A combinauon of ahemate his1ory 1.nd horror
in this novel in which Hnler unleashes a
biolog1c1.l plague on Bmam m 1945. This
novelissc1inthegrimaftcrmath,inadisused
LondonrulcdbytheNuis.
Kat harine Kerr lil. M a rk Kreig hbaum Pizl11ce
Voy,zgtr, 1997, 437pp, £5.99
Though presm1cd more :u f:amuy, dill is
:acru.J]y .i KlmCC fiction novel 1ft in 'a ..-orld
rulcd by mcd.ia involvement: everyone voles
on ~rydung. popularity r.mnp in tht media
arc eucnti:al for tht ruler 10 r\llc. .. Thi.I ts 1,
rc:ally good book that I would hunily

recommend 10 anyone ••ho cnJoys a ••cllcraf1td soft Kiener fiction s1ory' - Helen
McNabb, V19 I.

Gnry K.iJ..,orth - A Midu1mmtr'1 Nightmare
Co,gi, 1997, J15pp, £5.99
Garry Kil"'·onh' s re•·orkmg of Shakes~•,
.A MuiJMmmtr Nighti Drum set among New
Age Tr;i;vcllers of the 20th Cen1ury "":lS
reviewed by Chemh Baldry: 'Mou of the
plcuure of this nonl comes from the impact
of 1hr fai ries and the othtr supf'rnatur;i;I
cruturcs on the modern world, which isn't
~1 ... ayswhat ""cmigh1 cxpe<:t.'- Vl ':12.
Str phc nK.in g-Dn~r11lion
New English library, 1997, 710pp, £6.99
This huge horror no••el is se1 in 1hc dtsrntd
Nevada mining 10..,n of Oespcr.ition •..,here
"evil" hu bcrn unlc:ashed, a place whrrr "'e
muSI make our o""n choices. Tht writrr, 1he
.Jeoholic. the floozy: :all the survi,·ors of 1hi,
evil ml.lit find it ,n 1hcmsclves 10 do baulr, to
fight wnh no more thm 1, ch,ld to lead them'
-Stephen Payne, Vl9-1.
S1cp he n L:a"" hnd - Byun1ii,m
Voy11ger, 1997, 641>pp, £6.99
F~ntny ""ritcr La ... hud turns 10 historical
ad\'tnture with this tale of an Irish monk
geningin.-olv.-dwithVikings.1ndSar.1;cemon
J que11 10 Byzantium , In V l ':1 1 Norman
Bcs ... i,kdeKribcd11u'deu, uncluncrcdand
co,w1ncing... {but]... no1 for the squeamish'.
Brian Lumley - My1ho, 0...11ib11s: Vo/11mt 1
HarptrCol/i111. 1997, 684pp, U.99
A collection of 1hrcc no,·cls all butd 1.round
H .P. Lovecraft's Cthulhu Mythos: Sp.um o/
1M lf'inds (1971), In 1hr Moons of Bo.-u (1979)
andElp.,.-(1919).
Anne McC.iffrcy - Rrd Star Rising
Co,gi, 1997, 416pp,£5.99
Described 1.5 'The Second Chronicles of Pcm·,
this is actu.1!ly McC3ffrey's 14th book set amid
the dragon riders of Pcm. Commenting on the
book in V l ':1 1 H elen McNabb wrote: 'She can,
andhas,wrinenmuchbc,11erthanthisanditis
diuppointing to Stt her !urning out such
m3kt$hif1work'.

Cul K. Mrnncr - The Sa Filn: Bry011d liMiU
Htadlinc Dtlta, 1997. USpp, LJ.9'
I suppose it had 10 happen: someone hu nkm
tht X-File format and turned i1 into .oh porn.
As the publishcn S.llf in their blurb: 'The
nakcd uu1h is ou11huc'.

W M.inin - Tbt X-Filts I I 1: Chou in tin
M11chinc
Voy11gtr, 1997, 97pp, LJ.99
This is closer 10 the real thing, ano1hcr shm
no•·elis.i.tion, thi, ume onr in ""hich lhc
Spooky T""o 1r:ack m r•oil compu1cr vmu
through cyberspace.
A cbm N ichob - TIN P11tblrn Way
Orion,l'J97,4D7pp,l.U9
Acbm Nichols ,i prcsemed as the next David
Gemmdl, and this no••el "":as pr.used by
Andre"" Ad~ms in V! 93: 'The book ...orks
well o n a number of leve ls... The writing is
fairly solid... thr people have theirdoubu and
their ""isc and fooltih moments, and do come
alive on 1hep.1gc."
An ne R icr - Snv.tnt of thr Bonn
tlrTou-, 1997, 405pp, £S.99
Auiel
born ,n ancient Babylon, but 11
no•· ali>·c in prcscn1-d.iy Ne•· York , and
finding himself 1nuplinbly in,·olved ""nh 1he
;Jfairs of monals.

•·:as

Kristi ne Kathryn Ru K h - 7'1H Fey:
Cb11ngtHng
Orion, 1997, 514pp, l.6.99
The J<"Cond \'O)ume of RuKh's fantasy set on
the Bl ue hie, )cl five ye~!) ~flc1 die eveUL) i11
T11tFry:S..mfiu, this is described by Lynne
Bispham :u 'an unu1ua! genre fantny m that
the opposing forcrs arc no1 drawn starkly u
Good VCniUl E,•il' - V189.
M ic h.icl Mushall Smith - Spares
llarptrCollins, 1997.J05pp. £5.99
This winy a.nd vtoltm ult of clones and
murdenin1.surrcalmrg1.m1.llof1hrnot-10Qo
d,sum futurr "":lS pra,scd by Paul Kin.aid 1n
V l '11: 'It ..-ork.s monly bcolilt Smith ,s ;i
superb noryttlltr, and he prcscnu h,s talc
""ilh a rdish and a vigour that arc immcd1ndy
eng~ging.'
Mari1.n Vccvers - Bloodlin es
Vi1ta, 1997, 170pp, LS.99
The famous cum: of Shakespeare's Scottish
]?lay geu ,an unusual twin in this dark novel of
three ""omen connected across time by the
story of udy Mu:bc1h. This debut no••cl "'3J
described by T any 1. Bro""n :u both a grippmg
1hrillf'r 1.l1d a rom1nce ... h,ch 'focusses on the
d:l.1-kcr m1ouons, md the hisioric:al context m
""h1chthcxtiont1.kcsplace'-Vll':1.
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